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Ambulance Contract Is
Signed Here Wednesday
By DAVID HILL
Ledger and Times Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County have an ambulance service
at last.
After six months of discussion and endeavors to secure an
ambulance service, County Judge Robert 0. Miller and
Mayor Holmes Ellis signed a two-year contract Wednesday
with the Professional Ambulance Service of Paducah.
Jack York, president of the corporation, said that the
service will be in operation by the July 1 deadline imposed
by local funeral homes, but said that a building to house the
men and vehicles has not been found yet.
York also said that there are still a number of openings for
drivers and attendants, and urged all interested persons to
contact him. The corporation head said that no training is
necessary ; drivers and attendants will be schooled to meet
federal and state requirements. However, he said that a
background in emergency service would be helpful, though
not necessary.
The contract signed Wednesday calls for a two-year term
of the contract, with the city-county having the option to
renew for two more years.
Three ambulances will be on call at all times, with the

proper staff and equipment for each, according to the contract.
The city and county will pay, on a 40-60 tAtitt,s, $50,000 per
year, to be paid in equal quarterly payments, as\ a subsidy
to the operation.
In addition, the service will also charge: $25 minimum
convalescent trip plus additional zone charge and expendable item charge; $30 emergency trip plus additional
zone charge and expendable item charge; 75 cents per loaded
mile on out-of-county trips, plus the base rate; zone charge
will be based on the distance from the city that the ambulance must travel. Patients picked up in zone 1 will pay an
additional $3 charge, zone 2 will pay $6 extra, and zone 3 will
pay $9 extra; expendable items which the patients will be
charged for include oxygen, splints, bandages, etc., and will
be charged at a rate of 10 per cent oi,er the cost to the ambulance service.
The ambulance crisis arose December 18, 1972, when local
funeral home operators informed the city and county, that,
due to increased costs and increasingly rigid state and
federal requirements, they would be unable to,auovide
emergency ambulance service after July 1, 1973.
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We'll stop talking about this
trip in a day or two so hold on
just a little longer.
We were struck with the
laxity on the borders, or to use a
better word, the lack of
suspicion between the nations.
We noted that automobile
passengers passing the borders
between Germany and Austria,
Germany and Switzerland and
Switzerland and France showed
their passports but guards only
gave casual glances The
group we were with never had
to show a passport at any
border
The only exception was entering East Berlin. There the
East German guards, most of
them women, looked hard and
long at each passport to make
sure the owner of the passport
had the correct document. They
did this both entering East
Berlin and on leaving.

Clouds Block View Of
Skylab Astronauts Today
SPACE CENTER, Houston
1AP — Skylab 1 astronauts
made the final earth resources
photo pass of their mission today, but found much of their
picture-taking plans blocked by
clouds over the western United
States.
As astronauts Paul J. Weitz,
Charles Conrad Jr. and Dr.
Jopseh P. Kerwin, worked in
space on the 21st day of their
28-day mission, high-ranking
space officials met here to decide if the "fix-anything guys"
of Skylab I should tackle another space walk repair job next
week.
A decision was expected late
in the day.
The photo run started at the
coast of Oregon and continued
over several Western states,
ending as the spacecraft
crossed the Texas coast and
went on over Mexico and Central America.
Over Central and South
America, the astronauts shot

bus left East
When the
Berlin, it was not allowed to
proceed further until an East
German guard had checked the
bus over to make sure someone
was not hiding there. They used
a large mirror on Wheel to push,
under the cars and busses to
make sure someone was not
hiding underneath holding on to
the under carriage.

photos of volcanoes.
Scientists hope to use data
from today's Texas photo pass
to study soil salinity and insect
infestation in the croplands of
the lower Rio Grande Valley.
Clouds blocked much of the
geologic photo studies planned
for California, Nevada, Arizona
and New Mexico on the final
Skylab 1 picture-taking run.
The astronauts got up 45 minutes earlier than scheduled today. They plan to retire early
tonight in the first step of preparation for their return to earth
next week.
high-ranking
Meanwhile,
space agency officials meet to
evaluate the need for a fourth
space-walk repair effort.
The point to be decided is
whether Skylab needs another
sun shade. The astronauts installed one parasol-like shade
the day after their May 25
launch. But experts are concerned that orange nylon mate(See Skylab, Page 14)

No Injuries
Reported From
Tornado Strike

We never witnessed such
suspicion before. There was
plenty of building in Fast
Berlin and it looked very well,
however our bus route was
determind by the East Germans
so if there was any area where
bombed out buildings were not
rebuilt, we could not tell. Also
we could not tell if the new
had
Building
apartment
elevators or how well they
were constructed on the inside.
Our girl guide was very self
possessed and spouted out
(See Seen & Heard, Page 14)

SOMERSET, Ky. 1AP) —
There were no reported injuries
after a tornado touched down in
Pulaski County Wednesday, but
telephone and power lines were
knocked down.
Crews were working Wednesday night to restore power and
telephone service.
The twister made 8 200-yard
path near the Pulaski-Rockcastle county line, about 15
miles east of Somerset.
Southeastern Kentucky experienced heavy thunderstorm
activity Wednesday afternoon,
the National Weather Service
reported.
The large recreational areas
of Lake Barkley and Kentucky
Lake were hit by heavy rains,
and boaters were urged to beware of high winds.

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, June 14, 1973

President Nixon Freezes All
Consumer Prices For 60 Days
Two Cars Damaged In
Accident Wednesday
Two cars received damage as
a the result of an accident that
occurred at the intersection of
South Second and Main Wednesday at 6:20 p.m.
According to • the police
report,-a car driven by Dorothy
Freeman Emerson of 1204
'Crestwood was traveling east
on Main and was struck in a
1967 two door , driven by
Roselyn McClure Adams of 1318
Vine when the Adams car attempted to cross the street.
The Emerson car received
damage to the left side while
the Adams car received front
damage, investigating
end
officers said.

The Penny-rile Players of
Hopkinsville Community
Callege open tonight with one of
three broadway musicals to be
presented this summer at
Kerilake State Park.
Bye Bye Birdie, a spoof of the
events leading up to Elvis
Presley's induction into the
on
Army, will be staged
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights for the next two weeks.
Birdie will be followed by
Rogers and Hammerstein's
(See Amphitheater,Page 14

State To Be Forced To Decide
On Penalties For Pollution
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — necessary for your legislature
Kentucky soon will have to de- to enact maximum penalties,"
cide whether to sharply in- Briggs said.
crease its current penalties for
Couples Steak Night
water pollution violations.
The federal government has
indicated it wants a level of at To Be Held, Oaks Club
least $10,000 a day for civil and
Couples Steak Night wiL be
$25,000 for criminal violations.
held at the Oaks Country Club
Atty. Gen. Ed Hancock re- on Saturday, June 16, at :even
ceived the notification from the
p.m.
U.S. Environmental Protection
Each couple is to bring their
Agency at Atlanta.
steaks and pay one dollar,
own
At stake is how heavy the
to a spokesman for
according
state will have to make its pen- the
are asked to
club.
Persons
alties if it is to get control of
sign up at the pro shop or call
the water discharge permit proone of the couples in charge of
gram.
s.
arrangement
Orin Briggs, a federal attorCommittee members are
ney, sent a memorandum along
Messrs and Mesdames Delmer
with his letter to Hancock.
Amos Tackett, Cliff
Brewer,
"Unless your state can prove
Jim Neale, Roy
Campbell,
a set of uiique circumstances
Cothran, Jimmy Lamb. Stanley
withthe-sUte
which wjring
Hargrove, and Mike Morgan.
in the.xception ... it will be

Economy Jolted;
Wages not Frozen

Show Opens
Tonight At
Amphitheater

David Short, an assistant attorney general specializing in
pollution in Kentucky, said
"Our statute talks about $1,000
per day in fines, but no limit is
set."
However, state law also provides that a willful violation
shall constitute a misdemeanor,
punishable by a fine of up to
11,000 and imprisonment for as
Much as one year, or both.
The federal government has
its own pollution laws, including the power to issue or
withhold a permit for discharge
of effluence into various waters.
If Kentucky also were
allowed to issue such permits,
conceivably one permit could
take care of both state and federal requirements.
Kentucky has more navigable
(See Pollution, Page 141

FREE DOG
Male dog, good with children,
is free to someone for a pet. For
information call 485-2254 or 7535900.

The Weather
Considerable cloudiness and
warm today through Friday.
with the chance of thundershowers tonight, becoming
more likely Friday Highs today and Friday in the mid Nis.
Lows tonight around 70.
Winds, easterly six to 12
miles per hour today and
tonight
Outlook for Saturday, warmer with chance of thundershowers.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation, 20 per cent today.
40 per cent tonight; 60 per cent
Friday.
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a truck %Ith a winch on It to be used by the
JUNK CAR DISPOSAL—The Tennessee Valley Authority this morning delivered
of the Calloway Fiscal Court received
Officials
property.
their
from
like
removed
would
county to pick up junk cars which owners
towel'
the car up, according to County
truck
the
for
is
the truck today. Written permission from the owner of the car necessary
Attorney Sid Easley.
Staff Photo by David Hill

Mrs. Rob Walston, Jr.

Mrs.. Walston Now
American Citizen
Mrs. Rob Walstorr:,—ilie
former Monika Gabriele Haack
of Germany, became a citizen
the United States of American
on Tuesday, June 12.
The Murray woman was born
in Giessen, Germany, August
10, 1948, and was the next
youngest of five children. Her
father was the late Ludwig
Haack and her mother is Mrs.
Gertrude Haack who now
resides in Giessen, Germany.
came
Walston
Mrs.
to America, July 6, 1987, and
-then married Rob Walston, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Walston of Murray Route Two.
one daughter,
They have
Heather Daun Walston.

WASHINGTON (AP) — president Nixon has frozen all consumer prices for 60 days, jolting an inflation-plagued economy with a surprise shock treatment while buying time to build
a tougher wage-price control
system.
Wages were not frozen by the
President. Neither were rents,
interest and dividends or raw
agricultural products at the
farm level.
But Nixon told the nation in a
address
television-radio
Wednesday night that all other
prices paid for goods and services during the next two
months cannot exceed prices
that prevailed in the June 1-8
base period.
Congressional action is required for proposed export controls and other supporting elements of the President's fourth
attempt in two years to curb inflationary pressures. But the
price freeze went into effect
Wednesday night when he
signed an executive order.
Unless lifted sooner, the
freeze expires Aug. 12. By then,
Nixon said, he will have ready
"a new and more effective systern of controls" to replace
Phase 3--a limited system
which his economic advisers
admitted was a failure.

Phase 4 controls, Nixon said,
-will involve tighter standard*
and more mandatory compliance procedures than under
Phase 3" and will include special measures to stabilize retail
food and gasoline prices.
Members of Congress had
mixed reactions to the President's moves.
Sen. William Proxmire, D-.
Wis., chairman of the Joint
Economic Conunittee, voiced
some reservations but said he
(See Economy, Page 14)

Opera Movie To Be
Shown At Library
The movie, "Phantom of the
Opera" will again be -shown at
the Calloway County Public
Library on Friday, June 15, at
three p.m., according to Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
Due to technical difficulties
the movie was not shown in its
entire length at the first
sched4led showing on Tuesday
of this week. The movie is lLs
hours in length.
Lon Chaney appears in this
dramatic and brillant study of
terror. The film has recently
been added to the Departmettt
of Libraries' film collection.

Magruder Confesses Today To
Involvement In Wiretapping
WASHINGTON 1AP) — Jeb not know "of our errors in this
Stuart Magruder, confessing his matter."
He said he had no direct conown role in Watergate, implicated top campaign and admIn- versations with the President.
Magruder said John N. Mitistration officials in the political wiretapping today, and said chell, the former attorney genit didn't occur to them to do eral and campaign chairman,
anything but cover up their in- approved the raid and the tarvolvement for fear President get: Democratic national headNixon would lose the 1972 elec- quarters.
After the wiretappers were
tion.
The former campaign deputy caught, on June 17, 1972, he
said to his knowledge Nixon did said, the cover-up was virtually
automatic,
"I think it was felt that if it
Sheila Jones Remains
ever reached Mr Mitchell before the election, the President
Patient At Hospital
would lose the election," MagrMiss Sheila Jones, daughter uder told the Senate Watergate
of Mr. ane Mrs. Ray Junior committee.
Storft; Murray, remains a
Before that panel and the
patiOr at the West Side television cameras, the 38-yearHospital, Nashville, Tenn. old former deputy director of
alter suffering injuries in an
FREE KrITENS
accident on June 4.
Three kittens, black, seven
Her address is Sheila Jones,
free to persons
Critical Care Unit, West Side weeks old, are
7534565
Call
for
pets.
Tenn.,
Nashville,
., .. for inHospital,
formation.
37203.

the Committee for the Re-election of the President said:
—Mitchell approved the $250,000 bugging operation March
30, 1972, after earlier turning
down two more expensiOe and
bizarre surveillance plans advanced by G. Gordon Liddy.
—Both the approved and disapprovod plans of Liddy, later
convicascl in the Watergate
case, were transmitted at each
(See Watergate, Page 14)

Mrs. Hodges Speaker
For Methodist Women
Mrs, Harland Hodges will be
the guest speaker at the
meeting of the United Methodist
Women of the Russell's Chapel
Church to be held Monday, June
18, at one p.m.
Women from area churches
have been invited to attend,
according to a church
spokesman.
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IRECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

Didn't Hurt A Bit
No newspaper reporter has failed to smart under
some assignments from the city desk.
The city editor of The Seattle Times recently
ordered reporter Shelby Gilje to secretly feed her
family horsemeat to see what would happen to them.
Nothing happened to Mrs. Gilje's family. In fact,
they complimented her on the "delicious beef."
Nothing happened to the city editor, either. All the
time the experiement was in progress the city
editor's wife, in conspiracy with Reporter Gilje, had
been feeding HIM horsemeat, too.—Tulsa (Okla.)
Tribune.

Ten Years Ago Today
LIEDGEB, & TLIsiEs FILE

LEDGES•TU1118 FILZ

Sam L. Jones, age 67, of Murray died at a Mayfield
Hospital.
Some damage was reported yesterday in the wind
and electrical storm here.
The South Squad won over the North Squad 86 to 77
in the fifth annual cage classic played at Murray
State College.
Joan Shell, Ann Koertner, Betty Charles Bondurant, Joan Spann, and Randa Broach are attending Girls State being held at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
Pvt. Thomas Walton graduated from the general
equipment repair course at Fort Lee, Va.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the Lord God took the man, and put him in the
garden of Eden to dress it and keep it.—Genesis
2:15.
God made ideal provision for our first parents. but
like us, they clanTo-red for more

Ford's capitulation to terrorism
could encourage more violence
FORD MOTOR Co.'s long-standing policy of donating about $400,000
annually to ease the plight of the
poor. was a commendable demonstration of concern for neighbors of
the firm's subsidiary in Argentina.
The decision last week to increase
the aid figure to El million, however,
was a frank capitulation to terrorist
tactics and could set a precedent
leading to an escalation of worldwide guerrilla violence.
In response to threats on the lives
of Ford executives in Argentina, the
company agreed to donate medicine
and instruments to children's hospithls in Buenos Aires and Catamarca.
Ford will provide 22 ambulances,
one for each of Argentina's provinces. The firm will distribute food
and school supplies to the needy in
the Buenos Aires area.
THE ADMIRABLE ends do not alter the fart that Ford has capitulated to extortion. The terrorist success leaves the door open to renewed
demands — for new streets and sewers, perhaps, or any number of

tempting programs.
And the acceptance of the guerrilla conditions will almost certainly
encourage future assaults on other
vulnerable multinational firms.
IN ADDITION,there could well be
increased resolve to test further the
firmly stated U.S. diplomatic rejection of negotiation with terrorists.
The social gains in the private sector
balance the frustrations extortionists have encountered thus far in
their political goals.
The message of the rigid stand
against terrorism at Munich and
Khartoum could well be diluted by
the surrender at Buenos Aires.
The concern of Ford officials is
understandable, of course, and there
can be no denial of their right to
make their own decision in full recognition of the probability that the
guerrillas were not bluffing.
BUT THE GLOBAL resistance to
terrorism and violence must emphasize the social rejection of the terrorist strategy in any cause — and
expose its futility.

Isn't It The Truth!
MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
By Carl Riblet Jr.
A woman uses her intellect much more
realistically than does a manbecause she refuses to
let emotion govern her attitudes. Figuratively
speaking, she will cut the throat of a friend in order
to maintain her peace of mind and she will clasp an
enemy to her bosom with absolute sincerity for the
same reason.
"Nature meant woman to be
her masterpiece."
—C.E. Lessing, 1772
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Rev Loyd Ramer of Milan. Tenn., is the new
minister of the First United Mthodist Church succeeding Rev. Walter Mischke who has been transferred to Mullins Memorial Methodist Church,
Memphis, Tenn.
Larry Henson was named as head basketball
coach at Murray High School.
Robert Etherton, Carnie Hendon. Wells Purdom
U. Rudolph Howard,and Will Frank Steely are new
.members of the Murray Rotary Club.
Miss Sandra McClure. daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Grayson McClure, and Jerry Henry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ellice Henry, were married June 9 at the First
Baptist Church.
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Dear Editor:
I wrote to the Murray
Chamber of Commerce recently'
and they referred me to the
Ledger and Times.
We are trying to locate our
granddaughter, Mary Tom
Barkhursir, whom we have not
seen in fifteen years. She was 18
years old on February 1. If she
reads this letter we would appreciate her getting in touch
with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. W.S. Leaptrot, Route One,
Box 185, Turrell, Arkansas,
72384.
If anyone knows her will they
please bring this letter to 'her
attention or contact us.
Thank you,
Mrs. W.S. Leaptrot

Hospital Report
June 10, 1973
ADULTS 93
NURSERY 7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jacquelyn Lee Elkins,
1710 Miller, Murray, Enos Doug
Winchester, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Edna Earl Scott, 405 South 4th.,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Sue Mathis
and Baby Girl, Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Mrs. Elizabeth Pierce and Baby
Boy, 407 Univ. Sta., Murray,
Frank Arthur Kaiser, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Olester Leffler,
Box 28, Hazel, Mrs. Beulah
Flood (expired), 614 Hurt,
Murray.
"CROC CONSERVATION
The Uganda Animal Resources Ministry has banned
crocodile catching by fishermen on lake Mobutu until the
dwindling number of the reptiles builds up again.

Bertram S. Brown, M.D., Director
National Institute of Mental Health

Schlzopheesis Test?

Since there are also normal
persons with the enzyme defect,
however, the method does not
absolutely predict schizophrenia.
Also, it is not known if the
abnormality, thus far demonstrated only in blood platelets,
is present elsewhere or if it is
related to or found only in
association with illness
In any event, the new finding
appears a real step forward in
knowledge: and the research is
continuing to find answers to
such questions as these.

Trade With The Soviets
With the forthcoming visit of
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev,
the U.S. public undoubtedly will
be plunged deeper into detente
euphoria. Already the administration is seeking new
trade ties with the Soviet Union
which would give that communist superpower mostfavored-nation status in trade
arrangements.
It is to be hoped that the
American people and Congress
will see beyond the shallow talk
of detente and the myths of
prosperity through trade with
the USSR. The Soviets have
switched their tactics but they
haven't altered their objectives.
Brezhnev made this clear in
his welcome for Fidel Castro in
Moscow last June when the
Soviet leader declared: "There
is no lull, there can be no lull, on
the ideological front. That war
continues and will continue until
the complete victory of communism."
Many Americans in high
places prefer to ignore this and
other candid comments by the
Soviet Strongman. They
recommend providing the
Soviets with full access to
American technology and
resources. They favor credits to
the USSR guaranteed by the
American taxpayer.
Anyone who imagines that the
Soviets have changed should
consider the situation in the
fishing industry on the New
England coast. Americans who
earn their livelihood in the
waters of the North Atlantic
may be out of their jobs in a few
years because their traditional
fishing
grounds have been
devastated by the Soviets.
Last month, 190 Soviet fishing
vessels plied the New England
coast, according to the National
Marine Fisheries Service.
Americans work with small
trawlers in waters where they
fished exclusively until recent
years. Nowdays they face
competition from huge 600-foot
factory ships.
The New York Daily News
recently pointed out that "the
Russians arrived off American
shores in 1960 when they vastly
expanded their fishing fleets
and moved down from the
Grand Banks off Newfoundland." Using factory ship
methods, the Soviets took
180,000 tons of haddock in an 18month period in 1965 and 1966.
Before the Soviet* arrived,
Boston fishermen were landing
50,000 tons a year. This year's
catch by American fishermen is
expected to be 6,000 tons, as a
result of the Soviets' depletion
of fish in a once-rich waters
from Cape Hatteras to Maine.
One wonders, in this connection, how many New
England fishermen like the idea
of giving most-favored-nation
status to the Soviet Union.
It is not simply that the
Soviets show no consideration
for American interests at the
very time when they seek
special consideration from the
United States. The principal
reason for opposing special
privilege for the USSR is that it
seeks strategic gains from new
trade ties with the United
States.
This was brought out recently
in a document on trade with the
USSR issued by the Committee

New information to help
solve the problem of accurately
diagnosing the mental illness
called schizophrenia ("split personality") has recently been uncovered by a team of research
psychiatrists at the National
Institute of Mental Heakh in
HEW's Health Services and
Mental Health Administration,
and is awakening wide interest
in this field.
The research scientists have
found evidence in blood plate- Pr*****************
*************WWig
lets that may identify some persons who have vulnerability to
Central
schizophrenia, which affects two
million people in the United
Center
States alone.
The scientists tested blood
753-0881
samples from identical twins
for an enzyme called monoamine oxidase (MAO). They
had previously found that this
enzyme's activity was lower in
The Union County Feud
schizophrenic patients than in
normal persons or in patients
,
nobody won...
with other psychiatric problems_ *
0*ne in each set of twins studPG
ied was schizophrenic while the
other had never manifested the
illness. It was theorized that, if
the schizophrenic twin had
lowered MAO activity and the
other did not, then the defect
probably was genetically determined.
In the twins' ssudy. MAO,
which is an important enzyme
involved in brain and nervous
sfstem chemistry, was signifi- *rod steiger • robert
ryan Jeff bridves *
cantly lower in the platelets of
those with achizophrenia.
*
The NIMH scientist% believe
that this phenomenon may he
HELD OVER ONE DAY ONLY!!
a iNeful "genetic marker" for
vulnerability to schizophrenia 41110
The finding may also provide
the diagnostician with an addi•
RI
'
tional clue in this difflcult.to.
identify condition,

* CINEMA 1 *

4

ILemplitadonna *
CINEMA 2 *

1G BUST-owr

To Unite America, a patriotic, government
and
people
national shouldn't engage in wishful
non-political,
organization headed by Natalie thinking as to the effects of
Wales Hamilton. Among the trade with the Soviets. Exmembers of the committee are tending credits to the USSR
Robert Galvin, chairman of would only strengthen the
Motorola Inc.; Rabbi Dr. Julius Soviet system and further
G. Neumann, chairman of weaken the cause of freedom.
Morality In Media; former
Ambassador Henry J. Taylor,
and Dr. Eugene P. Wigner, a
Nobel Prize winner in physics.
The committee's position
paper notes that "the Soviet
bloc needs nearly everything we
can provide, but it has very
little that we need. Moreover,
the goods we sell, the plants we
will build, would have to be on
long-term favored nation
credits. Those whose profit
glands are salivating do not
themselves risk much, if
anything. The credits would be
guaranteed by our government,
with the American taxpayer as
the ultimate risk-taker."
The committee also points out
that the Western hunger for
outsize profits on communist
business is likely to be disappointed, saying that Giovanni
Agnelli, head of the Italian Fiat
company, -concedes that his
company has barely broken
even on the highly publicized
construction of a
huge
automobile complex in Russia."
By now, the committee adds, -it
is painfully clear that the
sensational American grain
deal with the USSR has Inflicted
damage, on American farmers,
consumers and taxpayers. In
the long run the hopes of lush
profits from huge investments
in a country dogmatically tied
to a fallacious economic system
are doomed to frustration."
In the wake of the disastrous
grain deal, it is to be hoped that
the American people will
display realism when confronted with promises of
gigantic profits from trade with
the Soviet Union. The United
States desires a genuine
relaxation of tensions in the
world. Therefore, wail:Ming
negotiations with the USSR
make sense. But the U.S.

Bids Now Open
For Government
Used Property
The Nashville District, Corps
of Engineers, U.S. Army, is
inviting bids for used Government property, according to
Col. William F. Brandes,
District Engineer
The sale includes such items
as lawnmowers, tractors,
outboard motors, trucks,
automobiles, batteries,
typewriters, an electric range,
floor polisher, drinking fountain, harrow, sander, water
pump, pneumatic paving
breaker and jacking unit
Numerous other items are
included in the bid invitation.
The items are located at Center
Hill, Barkley, and Old Hickory,
and all sale items are
available for inspection at their
respective location in the Nashville District.
A complete listing of the
items with descriptive information
and
location,
together will sale forms, may be
obtained at the Nashville
District Office, Room 308,
Federal Office Building, or by
writing to P.O. Box 1070, Nashville, Tennessee 27202.
According to Colonel Brandes, bids will be opened at 2:00
p.m., on 18 June 1973.
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SABER DEATH
Salvatore Nizza, 35, former
Italian saber champion, was
accidentally killed recently at
a Twin fencing club when a
saber broke and pierced his
throat during a match with his
bell friend.
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DOUBLE DISNEY FUN!
WALT DISNEY
PRODUCT)ONS

dalcou-

) WALT DISNEY'S
El
Lady'
I%D

JOHN
liampt.
Brian Alictsek
mow Keith
Carey

Tramp

Showing order: 'Lady' 1st Thur. & Fri.-2nd Sat

. NOTICE!!
No objechanable preview pjll, be shown with
this Disney progrartt Our contract with
Disney requires that we charge 75' for
children 5 thru 11 yrs.

.
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Hale-Blackford Wedding Vows Are Solemnized
The sanctuary of the First
United Methodist Church was
the scene of the wedding of Miss
Susan Elaine Hale, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Hale of
Murray, and Joseph Wayne
Blackford, son of Joe Blackford
of Murray and the late Maxine
Stratton
Blackford
of
Russellville.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
performed the double ring
ceremony at two-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon on Sunday, May
20. The altar was adorned with
arrangements of pink snapdragons and daisies in the altar
vases flanked by the seven
branched candelabra holdin§
white candles.
The organist, Mrs. Richard
several
played
Farrell,
selections including "Theme
From Romeo and Juliet,"
"More,' "Hawaiian Wedding
Song," "Somewhere," "Jesu,
Joy of Man's Desiring,"
"Dreams," and "Antiphon VI."
Mrs. Joe Doran, sister of the
bride,sang "Twelfth of Never,"
''Savior Like A Shepherd Lead
Us," and "The Wedding
Prayer," by Dunlap at the close
of
ceremony. The
the
bridesmaids
entered
on
"Trumpet Voltaire" and the
bride entered by the traditional
"Wedding March."
The candles were lighted by
Joe Doran and Darryl Gibbons.
As the guests arrived, they
registered just after entering
the sanctuary at a table covered
with a pink silk cloth edged with
pink and white lace. Beside the
bride's book was a gold bud
vase with a single pink rose with
baby's breath. Miss Gail
Norwood attended the register
table and wore a corsage of blue
daisies.
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Illusion was attached to a Juliet
style headpiece of a floral
pattern accented with seed
pearls. She carried a formal
cascade bouquet of pink rows
and daisies.
Miss Suzanne Hale was the
bride's maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Miss Becky
Blackford, Miss Debbie Hall,
and Miss Celia Simmons, all of
Murray.
The attendants wore floor
length -dresses of pink dotted
swiss embossed with daisies.
They were designed with inside
front tucks, short puffed
sleeves, low square necklines,
and with a natural bow tied in
the back. They each wore a
cluster of three shasta daisies
with baby's breath in their hair.

Cooper _peaker At
June Meeting Of
Golden Age Club
R. L. Cooper wasAt guest
speaker at the meeing of the
Golden Age Club held on
Friday, June 1, at twelve noon
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church.
Cooper, coordinator for the
the Calloway County Health
Center, gave a very interesting
and informative talk on
"General Health." He was
introduced by W. 0. Vaughn,
club president.
Special music was presented
by Mrs. Bertha Jones, Club
pianist.
During the business session
presided over by Mr. Vaughn,
the club voted to have a picnic
at Kenlake State Park on

Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father to the altar and given in
marriage by her parents, was
lovely in her formal wedding
gown of white silk organza. The
dress was fashioned with an
empire bodice of lace designed
with a Victorian neckline and
columnious sleeves with a wide
wrist sleeve band. Her long
chapel train was of silk
organza.
Her elbow length tiered veil of
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Hurt Reunion To Be

He'd Here Sunday
R. L. Cooper
Members of the Hurt family
n. Persons will
June
will hold their annual reunion on Friday,
First United
the
at
meet
the
at
17,
Father Day, June
Church at ten a.m. to
Recreation Hall of the Housing Methodist
cars to the park.
Ellis Drive in go by private
Center on
Kingins gave the
Paul
Murray.
blessing preceding the potluck
Lunch will be served at one luncheon. The tables were
p.m. in order US allow those decorated with arrangements of
attending church to have time spring flowers furnished by
to drive. Food LS to be old Mrs. Lillie Outland, Mrs. Ruby
fashioned "Dinner on the Harrell, and Mrs. Madie
Ground" in baskets from home. Vaughn.
Hostesses for the meeting
Among the earlier settlers of
Calloway County were Howell were Mesdames Harrell,
and Mary Clark Hurt who made Vaughn, Mildred Sharpe, Ruby
their home near Penny. Their Barnes, and Birdie Parker.
Members present were Mr.
children were Brandon, John,
Richard, James, Hurt and Mrs. and Mrs. W.0. Vaughn, Mr. and
Douglas Moore, and Mrs. Billy Mrs. Vernon Roberts, Mr. and
Stone. Many of their children Mrs. Bryan Tolley, 0. W.
and grand-children still live in Harrison, Miss Erin MonWestern Kentucky and are tgomery, Mesdames Meme
expected to attend the reunion. Mattingly, Hildred Sharpe,
Other early settlers of the Hurt Lillie Outland, Birdie Parker,
Family came from Todd County Lillian Hicks, Floy Caldwell,
and the family of Jim Todd Hurt Sadie Harrell, Mina Water, Rhas many members now living bie tarr on, gula
in the county.
Members present were Mr.
All relatives by kin or
Mrs. W.0,Vaughn, Mr. aqd
and
marriage are invited to attend
Vernon Roberts, Mr. and
and bring along a friend or Mrs.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, 0. W.
neighbor.
Harrison, Miss Erin Montgomery, Mesdames Meme
Hildred Sharpe,
Mattingly,
OR PAY NOTHING
Birdie Parker,
Outland,
Lillie
Start losing weight today OR
Lillian Hicks, Ploy Caldwell,
MONEY BACK. MONAOEX is • tiny
tablet that will help curb your deSadie Harrell, Mina Waters,
sire for *Miss lood. Eat less-weigh
Robbie Harrison, Lula Dfizik,
less. Contains no dang•rous drugs
and will not make you nervous. No
Lenore Jones, Ann Childers,
sinenuousiMiereisa. Change your life
Ruby Harrell, Carmen Horton,
. . start lofty. MONADEX costs
Bertha Jones, Ruby Barnes,
$id° tor • 20 day supply and $5.00
tor twice MO amount. Lose ugly at
Eshe Lovett, Mary Lamb, and
or your Toney will be refunded with
Gussie Adams.
no queslioris asked by:
Drugs-Bel-Air
Savrite
The next regular meeting will
Shopping
be held on Friday, July 6.
Center-Mail Orders Filled.

LOSE UGLY FAT
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Corner of 4th & Elm
Murray, Ky.

STORE HOURS.
Weekdays — 5-9 p.m. Saturday — 12-6 p.m.
Thursday-Friclay-iaturday .

25% OFF on ALL FISH
P-7-1 r--ilit

_ * Nos ExcErrioNs *
Come Early While the Selection Is Good!

Each of the attendants
carried a nosegay of daisies
with pink streamers.
George King served as best
man for Mr. Blackford.
Groomsmen and ushers were
Joe Doran, Darryl Gibbons, and
Paul Jerry Lee, all of Murray.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Hale, wore a street length dress
of pale blue lace knit designed
a-lined with long semi-full
sleeves. Her accessories were
beige and she had a corsage of
pink roses and daisies.
Mrs. Joe Blackford, stepmother of the groom, wore a
street length a-line dress of
pale yellow designed with long
sleeves and a belted back. She
had a corsage of pink rases and
daisies and had black accessories.
The bride's paternal grandmother, Mrs. O.L. Hale of
Murray, wore a mint green knit
street length dress with beige
accessories. Her maternal
grandmother, Mrs. Theodore
Morgan of Rusaellville, was
attired in a turquoise street
length dress with black accessories. Mrs. Ed Blackford of
Auburn, grandmother of the
groom, wore an orchid knit
dress with white accessories.
Each of the grandmothers
wore a corsage of daisies.
Miss Lisa Blackford, sister of
the groom, and Miss Jennifer
Morgan, cousin of the bride,
distributed rice bags to the
guests. They wore corsages of
daisies and had the rice bags in
decorated baskets.
Mrs. Bobby Henky of Norfolk,
Va., directed the wedding who
along with the organist and
vocalist wore a corsage of
daisies.
Wedding Trip
Immediately following the
wedding the douple left for a
wedding trip to St. Petersburg,
Fla. They are residing ibt
Court,
Trailer
Grogan's

•

Thursday, June 14
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Woman of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
will meet with Mrs. Margaret
Nell Boyd, 1102 Vine, at seven
p.m.
Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at 6:30 p.m at
the WOW Hall.
Murray Clgipter No. 92, Royal
Arch Masons will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m. for
election of officers and refreshments.

•

Photo by David Hill

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wayne Blackford

Bikini-wearing morn
an eyeful for neighbor
i

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: In your opinion, should a 26-year-old
wife and mother of four wear a skimpy bikini while painting her house and doing her y1 work?
We have a young woman like that in our neighborhood
The houses are close together and the viewing is easy A
few of the wives have mentioned to her that maybe she
should cover herself a little more, but she says it's the only
way she can get any sun. Meanwhile, all the men and teenaged boys are getting a free show. •
I think it's positively indecent. Is there any way we can
get her to put some clothes on when she's outside?
BURNED UP
DEAR BURNED: Probably not. But if SHE gets
burned from all that overexposure, it may teach her a
blistering lesson.
DEAR ABBY Some members of my family have been
putting me down because my husband and I do not go
overboard decorating our son's grave.
We prefer to give a nice donation to our Baptist Children's Home in honor of our son's memory instead of
spending a lot of money on plastic flowers that are picked
up and put in the trash can at the cemetery in a few weeks
- • •
time:
. My sister says it looks like we don't care about our son
One sister in law who never even sent our son a get-well
card during his illness, now drags flowers out to the cemetery nearly every Sunday.
We hardly ever visit our son's grave because we feel he
is not there, but his soul is in heaven. The two times we
went it was just hysterics for all of us.
My family are constant cemetery visitors. A trip to the
cemetery becomes an all-day outing. They visit everyone
they can think of. Are they right? Or are we?
MOM AND POP
DEAR 112M AND POP: Pay no attention to your family's remattliMsere is no "right" or "wrong"—each person
Is entitled to do as be pleases in such matters.
DEAR ABBY: Please print these simple rules for peopie who have a party line:
1,, Limit your calls to 15 minutes. If you can't say it in
15 militites, hang up for 15 minuteS and place another all
Someone else may want to use the line.
2. Please don't curse someone who is using the line
when you want it Words can really hurt a person
34Never take your telephone off the hook because you
dop't want to be disturbed. You tie up the line so no one
can use It—not even the little old lady down the road who
may need,a doctor in a hurry.
Abby, I am only 15, and I like to talk on the phone as
much as anybody, but when you have a party line you have
to think of other people My boy friend told me he tried to
get me for 2 hours last night He called every 5 minutes
and kept getting a busy signal.
I follow the rules and I sure wish everybody else with a
party line would.
LIVE AND LET LIVE
DEAR LIVE: Beautiful! Thanks for writing.
L TO "SELF-MADE MAN" IN SEATCONFID
TLE: Peraaps
greatesi liability is telling everyone
&beat year:assets

Phil, Kenny, David and Pam,
Miss Pam Shelton, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Rainwaters, and
Mr and Mrs. Fred Stratton, all
of Russellville; Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Richardson, Mr. and Mrs.
Darrell Hazel, and Miss Sherry
Blackford, all of Bowling
Green; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Blackford, Donna and Debbie,
and Mr. and Mrs. Olen McPherson of Auburn: Mr and
Mrs. Marion Morgan, Ruth,
Daniel, and Jennifer, all of
Mrs.
Madisonville; Mr. and
Marvin Maxwell of Hopkinsville; Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Piper of Olmstead; Mr. and
Mrs. Barshall Doran of
Puryear, Term.; Miss Marian
Dublin and Miss Lana Mullins

Murray Art Guild will display
their art work at Happy Hollow,
Aurora,from one p.m. to dusk.
The Hurt Family will hold
their annual reunion at the
recreation hall of the Liousing
Center on Ellis Drive, Murray,
with a basket lunch at one p.m.

Monday, June 18
Deadline for entry in the Miss
Friday, June 15
Murray-Calloway' County Fair
Day Camp, sponsored by the
beauty pageant on July 16. Send
Calloway County Extension
entries with pictures to Mrs.
Office, will be at 9:30 a.m. at the
James Frank, 1513 Johnson,
City Park for boys and girls,
Murray, Ky. The event is
age 9 to 19.
sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Saturday, June 16
Woman's Club.
Murray Shrine Club will have
WOW
a social meeting at the
Mrs. Harlan Hodges will be
Hall with a covered dish dinner
guest speaker at the meeting of
to be served at 6:30 p.m
United
the
Methodist
Women of the Russell's
Murray Chapter, National Chapel Church at one p.m. at
Secretaries, will have a sale of the church. Women from area
clothing, jewelry, appliances, churches have been invited.
televisions, toys, and trinkets in
The Penny Homemakers Club
the old Kuhn building, west side
of court square, from 8:30 a.m. will meet at the home of Mrs. A.
A. Dohery at one p.m.
to five p.m.

•

Murray, where the groom is
with the Murray Police
Department and the bride is
attending Murray State
University.
Out of town guests included:
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Morgan,

Mr. and Mrs. Orval Whitlow,
of Alrno Route One will have an
open house in celebration of
their golden wedding anniversary at their home from
two to five p.m.

ViKHA Horse Show will be
held at the Wranglers Riding
Club starting at four p.m. The
concession stand with plate
lunches will be open and the
admission is one dollar at the
gate.

Church
Baptist
First
Vacation Bible School will start
at nine a.m.
Methodist
First United
Church Vacation Bible School
will start at 11:30 a.m.

of Mayfield; Mr. and Mrs.
Breakfast will be served at
Jimmy Stroud of Paducah; the Oaks Country Club starting
Miss Carrie Welborx of Elkton; at 7:30 a.m. with Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wallace of Oneida White, Julia Bell,
Nashville, Tenn., Larry Noble Glenda Wilson, and Linda
of Clarksville, Tenn.; Philip Cooper as hostesses.
Howard, of California.

Cooperative Church School
for First Christian, First
Presbyterian, St. John's
Episcopal, and Immanuel
Lutheran Churches will start at
the Inunanuel Church at nine
a.m.

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blackford
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held -on Saturday, May
19, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The table was decorated with
a lovely centerpiece of colorful
spring daisies and baby's
breath.
Twenty-one guests enjoyed
the festive occasion.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Gerald Moore of Almo has
been
a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Murray Art Guild will display
their art work at Happy Hollow,
Aurora, from ten a.m. to dusk.

Sunday, Jude 17
NASHVILLE VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morris
Mr. and "Mrs. J.W. Burkeen
will be honored with a reception and Mr. and Mrs. Danny
for their golden wedding an- Burkeen of Nashville, Tenn.,
niversary at the home of their were . the weekend guests of
daughter, Mrs. Oren Williams, their parents and grandparents,
Murray Route Three, from two Mrs B W Burkeen, and Mr
to 4:30 p.m.
and Mrs. 011ie Workman.
re
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Don't Miss This Super Value in

0

0

100% Polyester Double Knit

$ 66

TN Wally Fabrific! A terrific group of up-tothe- m inutejacquard stitch double knits at an
unbeatable price! All 60" wide and wonderfully easy-care (machine wash, tumble
dry 1. Choose more than one color from a
beautiful selection of summer solids, and
start sewing! Reg. $3.99

r-G,reor\
(Scissors Buy!
Super special! Sturdy
stainless steel designed
especially for cutting
double knits. Priced way
under comparable cutters

'4.88

Upholstery
Vinyl

Bonded Crepe
Super buy ' The soft look
that keeps Its shape. Handwashable blend of 85 per
cent acetate, 15 per cent
nylon bonded to 100 per
cent acetate. For very
special A.M. or P.M.
fashions. 45" wide. Reg.

Super-durable! The fussfree upholstery fabric.
Looks sleek, lasts long and
cleans with a whisk of a
damp cloth. 54" wide on
rolls. A great selection of
decorator colors.

99; yd•

1.44 yd.
Designer
Drapery
Super effect! Minimum
cost. At tilts price you don't
have to skip on decorating.
100 per cent polyester or
rayon and cotton blends in
antique satin. sheers, and
florals. 45" to 54" wide in
designer lenghts

Cotton Prints
Super light! Top-choice
cotton in a weight that's
wonderful
for summer
sewing. Colorful prints In
45'' wide dressmaker
lengths. Machine wash and
dry' Reg. 66 rents yd.

2Yfdosr.$ 1 00

66yd.

Lisa11.!rime=
*A.

FABRI

CENTERS

Permanent Press-.

100% Cottons
Super comfortable! Cotton
breathes and keeps you
cool. Sew it into active
sportswear or spectator
separates. Newsy prints
and solids, 45" wide. Reg.
$2.29

99;yd•
Screen Print

Drapery
Super colorful' Splashy
prints. Trendy geometries.
Pretty florals. Fabrics that
make any room
impressive. Choose cotton
and linen blends in 54" to
60" wide fashion lengths

884 Yd

= Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
Open Daily 9-9
SUNDAY 12:30-6
Prices Good thru Wed. June 20
./
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Brewers Moving From
Cellar To Penthouse

Philadelphia, and with a dra- Weiskopf at 8-1, Arnold Palmer
By WILL GRIMSLEY
nt
matic finishing flourish, killed and Bruce Crampton at 10-1,
AP Special Corresponde
Lanny Wadkins, Gary Player,
OAKMONT, Pa. AP) — Lee Jack's bid for a Grand Slam by
Tony Jacklin and Casper at 15last
Open
British
the
and
winning
vim
of
full
was
Trevino
vinegar and conceding nothing July at Muirfield, Scotland.
The first group was to tee off
Nicklaus is the top choice at
to defending champion Jack
today at 7:30 a.m. EDT.
Nicklaus as they and 148 other 6-1, followed by Trevino and
golfers began pursuit today of
the 73rd U.S. Open title.
"I had to laugh when I read
in the paper that Bill Casper
said Nicklaus and Torn Weiskopf have a 15-shot advantage
here this week," the voluble
spouted.
Mexican-American
"Casper must be talking about
himself—he's not talking about
the Mex.
with I began to go over the
FRANK MACOPABER
"I figure I've got as good a
News Service
Copley
chance as anybody. I'm as
In 1945, Nelson won $52,511
prize money,a figure which
in
ready as I'm ever going to be.
in
power
want
Americans
tops for the next
remained
This is not the Memphis Open
in
do
their gulf just as they
rune years, even though the
or the Dallas Open. This is the
their automobiles. That's why
size of purses and the number
U.S. Open. I get keyed up for
golf — like ears — has
of PGA tournaments rose
this one."
changed so drastically in the
steadily. No one in these days
The swarthy, 33-year-old Tregenerations.
last two
of highly competitive golf is
fightprize
a
like
vino is acting
A man who played nearly
anyone likely to equal his recer who can't wait for the bell to flawless golf some 30 years
ord of 11 wins out of 19 tournaring. He is edgy and tense. His ago to capture virtually every
ments in a single year — none
usual good humor is blunted by
major professional title and
them consecutively. He
of
a fierce impatience.
fill the record books with
50 major events in 15
won
Trevino, who has won two U. "firsts," Byron Nelson today
years.
exthe
joined
and
S. Open titles
watches the new breed of
Nelson shies away from
clusive ranks of golfing million- power golfers from the televi
comparing the ability of yesaires in his six years on the sion broadcasters' booth.
terday's champions with
tour, is one of the favorites
He admires their strength,
those of today.
13
and
among the 137 pros
sometimes their finesse, but
"Men like Walter Hagen,
amateurs beginning the four- the golfer who earned the soGene Sarazen and Tommy
6,921the
over
test
72-hole
day,
briquet of Lord Byron for his
Armour were playing a differyard, par 71 Oakmont course, links triumphs believes they
ent game in those days of the
notorious for its cavernous are playing a different game
1920s and '30s," he emphathan the one which brought
traps and glass-slick greens.
sizes.
field,
d
him fame and those before
In the star-wangle
However, a note of wistfulTrevino is the one man who him.
ness creeps into the Nelson
can look Nicklaus squarely in
voice as he estimates how
At 61, Nelson likes to sit
the eye and not melt with awe.
much he might have won on
around between Professional
He defeated Nicklaus in a playthe tour at today's prize mon(PGA)
Association
Golfers'
ey levels — more than $8 miloff for the Open crown two
tour broadcasts and compare
lion this year.
years ago at Merton, outside "then" golf with "now" golf.
"If we had played for
He retired from tournament
like they offer today, I
purses
competition in 1946 at the age
wouldn't have to be working
Coaches Are Needed For
of 34 after achieving most of
today, much as I enjoy telling
the goals he hal set for himPrograms At City Park
people about golf on televithe
won
had
self. By then he
he says, griming.
sion,"
In order to start the girls' U.S. Open, the PGA ChamAbout the time Nelson was
the
Masters,
the
pionship,
T-Ball
the
and
program
softball
talking, Jack Nicklaus was
most tournaments in a year,
program, more coaches are
wiming the $40,000 top purse
tournaconsecutive
the most
needed.
the MONY Tournament of
in
monmost
the
ment titles and
Anyone interested in coaching
at La Costa, Calif.
Champions
title
ey in a season, along with
only $12,511 less
one of these two groups can
was
That
of Athlete of the Year.
contact Murray City Park and
than Nelson won all year dur•1 could have played anothRecrowthon director Gary Hohing his greatest tour season.
er 10 years," Lord Byron
Changes in the basic golf
man.
says, looking back, "but I
swing were dictated by the
Hohman can be reached by
never wanted to stay around
changes in equipment, Nelson
calling 753-7540
oelieves.
"The power hitters of today
— Nicklaus,( Arnold) Palmer
and the younger players —
couldn't have used the old
hickory shafts," he says.
(t•ifeatERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
PRINTING SERVICES, INC.
'They wouldn't have stood up
A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER
wider the punishment,
"The modern pro's swing is
WHILE-YOU -WAIT
a longer arc, there is more
on
COPIES
1,000
1 TO
body and shoulder turn, more
PRINTING AND
use of the feet and legs — all
Camera Ready Copy Only.
to get additional power and
DUPLICATING
club head speed.
"The pros of an earlier generation didn't hit the ball as
hard. And they had to use
more finesse on many shots.
In those days there was no
pitching wedge or sand
wedge. They had to open the
face of the niblick — the present-day No.9 iron — to loft the
ball and get it to stop on the
green.
"The courses are longer today and the greens are larger
504-8 MAIN STREET — PHONE 753-4662
and softer," Nelson points
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 0.071
out.
"Larger greens became
necessary because more and
more people began to play
golf. The traffic on the smaller greens would have killed
the grass."

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Milwaukee Brewers used
to live in the cellar but now
find themselves in the penthouse.
Long an American League
doormat, the Brewers have discovered room at the top in the
East Division.
"We've proven we can play
with all the clubs in both divisions," said Johnny Briggs

SPORTS UNLIMITED

Nelson compares
then and now

Three Racers Taken
In Baseball Draft

Shelly And Williams Are
Winners In Colt League
Another league in the Murray
Baseball Association opened its
play as two games were played
in the Colt League last night.
The first game found the
Pirates using the fine pitching
of Johnny Shelly to take 15-0 win
over the Tigers.
In the other game played last
night, Mark Williams, hurled
the Braves to a 13-5 win over the
Giants.
Shelly allowed only two hits to
the Tigers while fanning 11
batters in an excellent mound
performance.
McDaniel and Kurz had the
hits for the losing Tigers.
Larry Geib doubled and
singled to pace the Pirates
while Ken Grogan added a two

bagger. Others hits included
singles by David Carman,
Shelly, Dwane Musgrow, David
Lyons and Greg Mansfield.
The Pirates used a 10 run
third inning explosion to put
the game in the victory column.
Mark Williams scattered five
hits and struck out 14 batters in
pitching the Braves to a lopsided 13-5 victory over the
Giants.
Phil Miller picked up a pair of
doubles to pace the Braves
while Dan Foster and Steve
Winchester also hit safely by
adding singles.
Cliff "Fee" Dibble, Andy
Littleton, Terry Melton, Tony
Boone and Starks all added
singles for the losing Giants.

By MULE BRANDON
Ledger & Tunes Sportswriter
Three members of the
Murray State University
baseball team were drafted in
last week's major league draft.
The New York Yankees
grabbed thirdbasernan Steve
Coulson in the seventh round on
the draft.
Cotthson, who led the 30-11
Thoroughbred team this year
with a .373 average, was
assigned to Ft. Lauderdale, a
Class A farm club of the parent
Yankees.
Russell Peach, a highly
talented southpaw pitcher, was
grabbed in the 15th round by the
Baltimore Orioles.
The senior from Evansville,
Indiana won seven games for
Murray this season and posted a
remarkable 0.99 earned run
average. Peach was assigned to
Miami in the Class A system.
Peach had been scounted by
several major leage teams.
unone
had
Murray
derclassman to go in the draft
and that was secondbaseman
Steve Barrett.
Barrett was gabbed in the
24th round of the draft by the
Atlanta Braves.

Past Print Copy Center

LONDON (AP) Nearly 100
of the world's top 4tennis stars
are preparing to boycott Wimbledon if suspended Yugoslav
star Nikki Pilic is not allowed
to play.
Vilic is under suspension by
the International Lawn Tennis
Federation for failing to play
on the Yugoslav national team
in a recent Davis Cup match
against New Zealand. Meanwhile, Pilic was barred for life
from his nation's team Wednesday by the Yugoslav Tennis
Federation.
The Association of Tennis
Professionals then reiterated
earlier demands that if Pilic is
not allowed to play, none of its
97 members would perform at
Wimbledon. That would reduce
the classic event which starts
June 25 to a women's tournament plus a men's singles contested by second-ranking play-

ers. All of the U.S. Davis Cup
team, including reigning Wimbledon champion Stan Smith of
Pasadena, Calif., would be involved in the boycott.
Cliff Drysdale of South Africa, chairman of the ATP, said
a final decision would be made
today. He rated chances of the
boycott as "50-50."

Grid Player Signs
HOUSTON(AP) — The Houston Oilers of the National Football League announced today
Joe Dlahak, an eighth-round
choice in the past collegiate
draft, has signed his 1973 contract. Blahak is a safety from
Nebraska.
BASKETBALL
SAN DIEGO--'. K.C. Jones
quit after one year as head
coach of the San Diego Conquistadors of the American
Basketball Association.

ranch
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TENNIS
NOTTINGHAM, Eng. — Tom
Gorman, Seattle, Wash., advanced to the quarterfinals of
the $75,000 John Player Tennis
Tournament, defeating Pat
Cramer of South Africa 6-3, 8-9,
6-4.
BECKENHAM,Eng. — Julie
Heldman of New York City
topped Linky Boshoff of South
Africa 7-5, 3-6, 6-3 and led an
American advance into the
quarter-finals of the Kent Tennis Championships.
HAMBURG, Germany
Paul Gerken of East Norwalk,
Conn., upset top-seeded John
Newcombe of Australia 6-2, 3-6,
6-3, 6-7, 15-13 in a grueling
three-hour match, and advanced to the quarter-finals of
the German International Tennis Tournament.
HOCKEY
WINNIPEG — The Winnipeg
Jets of the World Hockey Association traded defensernan
Steve Cuddle to the Toronto
Toros for another defenseman,
Ken Stephenson,
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Three Players Sign

IN BOY'S LEAGUE
Yvonne Burch, 1 3, Concord
N.C., is the only girl playinq Babe Ruth Baseball League

Doug
Hall

Mounted On Your Car

NEW YORK (AP) — New
York Mets' catcher Jerry Grote
had the cast removed from a
fractured right wrist Wednesday and was advised by Dr.
Peter Larnotte, club physician,
that he would be required to
keep the wrist in a splint for a
few more weeks
He will also begin daily
whirlpool treatments.
Grote's wrist was fractured
May 11 in Pittsburgh when he
was hit with a pitch thrown by
the Pirates' Ramon Hernandez.
AP ) —
PHILADELPHIA
The Philadelphia Spartans of
the American,
r League
announced the signing of three
players Wednesday.
Signed were former AllAmerican halfback at St. Joseph's College Ed Blaney, and
two players from last season,
halfback Jorge Pulita of Argentina and fullback Bob Hunter of
West Chester State College.
The Spartans, who led the
league's Mid-Atlantic Conference last season, have a record
of 1-0 this year.
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Grote Has Cast Removed

Sports

Murray

Royals blanked the Baltimore
Orioles 2-0; the Chicago White
Sox defeated the Detroit Tigers
111-2; the California Angels
downed the Boston Red Sox 7-5
and the New York Yankees
belted the Oakland A's 8-3.
National League scores:
Philadelphia 16, Los Angeles 3;
Montreal 3, San Diego 2; New
York 3, San Francisco 1; Atlanta 18, Pittsburgh 3; St: Louis
8, Cincinnati 0 and Houston 6,
Chicago 1.
Jim Spencer and Toby Harrah each hit home runs and
Spencer drove in another run
with a single to lead Texas
over Cliveland and Gaylord
Perry.
Cleveland Manager Ken Aspromonte, noting Perry's unimpressive 6-7 record, said: "I'm
Odds are that Barrett would
not worried about Perry. He
he
if
higher
have gone much
has been in slumps before and
were a senior. Many teams fear
has worked out of them."
the possibility of losing a draft
Lou Piniella knocked in two
unan
picking
choice by
runs with a double in the eighth
derclassman.
inning and Dick Drago scatWhile in his first ttu ee years
tered eight hits to pace Kansas
has
Barrett
at Murray State,
City over Baltimore.
'
virtually rewritten the record
Chicago belted four home
books.
runs, including a three-run,
a
hit
Barrett
sophomore,
As a
shot, to overwhelm Detroit.
whopping .388 and set a school
Frank Robinson's base-loaded
record with nine homeruna.
double keyed a four-run rally in
hit
Barrett
season,
past
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the second that helped Califor.310 and had 11 homeruns. He
nia beat Boston.
and teammate Rick Weisman
Fritz Peterson and Sparky
the
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Lyle combined on a nine-hitter,
homerun department.
leading New York over OakAlthough Barrett could sign
land.
and move into the Braves' farm
system, it is most likely he will
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after the upstart Brewers
nipped the Minkesota Twins 4-3
Wednesday night for ther_sisth
straight victory and llth in 12
games.
The triumph put Milwaukee
into a tie for second place with
the Detroit Tigers, just a halfgame off the New York Yankees' East-leading pace.
In the otAer & American
League games, the Texas
Rangers whipped the Cleveland
Indians 4-2; the Kansas City
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Reds Try To Get Wise But
Wise Is A Bit Too Smart

The Wranglers Riding Club
will host a Western Kentucky
Horseman Association show at 4
p.m. Saturday, June 16.
Admission at the gate will be
one dollar per car load and the
concession stand will be open
and plate lunches will be served. The entry fee is $1.50 with
the entry fee for the open games
being $2.25.
Open games jackpot will be 40
per cent, 30 per cent, 15 per
cent, 10 per cent and five per
cent. Five place trophies will be
given for all other classes.
Classes at the show will include pony lead line-western
tack, pony class, 48 inches to 56
inches, ponies up to and including 48 inches, halter class,
youth western pleasure-16 years
and under, gaited pleasurewestern tack, three gaited
pleasure, pony barrels, junior
barrels, open barrelt(jackpot),
women
barrels, western
pleasure-four years and under,
five gaited pleasure, western
pleasure-five years and older,
fox trot, plantation saddle, pole
bending-junior, pole bendingopen, english rack, country
pleasure, western rack, rescue
race-open, junior flags, open
flags, figure eight speed-junior
and figure eight speed-open,

Doug Harvey
Hall of Fame

By FRED ROTHENBERG .
Associated Press Sports Writer
The National League, the
only major baseball league in
the universe without designated
hitters, got down to basics
Wednesday night and proved
why there are no additives or
artificial ingredients in its
product
—The St. Louis Cardinals'
Rick Wise came within two
outs of pitching a no-hitter.
—The Atlanta Braves' Darrell Evans continued a streak
which gave him 19 straight
plate appearances without an
official out
—The Montreal Expos pulled

-•••

I.ES TAYLOR signed a professional basketball contract to play with the Kentucky Colonels of the
ABA.Taylor was the ON'C Player of the Year two seasons while playing at Murray State. Here, Les is
moving the ball down the floor in last year's game at Oral Roberts University in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Signs With -Colonels

MONTREAL ( AP) — Doug
Harvey, an All-Star 13 times in
his colorful National Hockey
League career, was one of five
men selected Wednesday for induction into the Hockey Hall of
Fame.
Also named to the Hall by the
selection committee were
Chuck Rayner, a goalie who
won the Hart Trophy as the
NHL's most valuable player in
By MIKE BRANDON
1949-50; the late Tommy Smith,
Lodger & Times Sportswriter
who played with seven clubs
State
Murray
Former
from 1906 through 1920; Frank
Udvari, a former referee who University basketball star Les
now is the NHL's supervisor of Taylor has signed with the
of the
officials, and Hartland de M. Kentucky Colonels
Basketball
Molson, a former owner of the American
Association.
Montreal Canadiens.
Taylor, admitting that he's
Harvey, Rayner and Smith
were named as players, Udvari "a happier aan than I was
and Molson in the category of seven weeks ago when I was
builders. The announcement drafted," signed what he tercame during the annual NHL med as a "pleasing" contract
with the Colonels.
meetings here.
At the urging of New York
The five will be formally inducted in ceremonies to be held Knicks' star Walt Frazier, Les
at the Hall in Toronto in Au- has decided to attend the
Frazier basketball camp during
gust
the first two weeks of July.
Taylor, a native of CarITCHY,
bondale, Illinois, will join Louie
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Standings
St. Louis
• New York
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

21
23
24
24
West
San Francisco 39
37
Los Angeles
Houston
- -14
Cincinnati
31
Atlanta
• 26
San Diego
20
Wednesday's

29
29
29
34

.491
.463
.453
.414

6
7/
1
2
8
101/2

25 .609 —
24 .607 Y2
21 -.616--4-1
2
28 .525 5/
34 .433 11
/
2
41 .328 171
Games
Philadelphia 16, Los Angeles

3

Montreal 3, San Diego 2
New York 3, San Francisco
Atlanta 18, Pittsburgh
St Louis 8, Cincinnati 0
Houston 6, Chicago 1

San Diego (Kirby 2-7) at
Montreal (Renko 43), N
Chicago (Jenkins 6-4 Or Mooton 6-3) at Houston (Reuss 7-4),
Friday's Games •
Chicago at Atlanta, N •

San Francisco at Phila
delphia, N
Los Angeles at Montreal, N
San Diego at New York, N
Pittsburgh at cincinnatwN
ct Louis at Houston, NI
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Royals To Hold
Tryout Camp At
Bowling Green

The Kansas. City Royals
Baseball Academy will hold a
Tryout Camp on June 21, 1973 at
per game while Simon had a Bowling Green High School
Field, Bowling Green, Ken12.2 average this past season.
tucky at 10:00 am.
Dampier was fourth in the ABA
Participants in the tryouts
with assists with 524.
should wear clothing that does
Taylor was the seventh round not impede body movements
draft pick of the colonels and and must provide their own
was the ninth round pick of the gloves. Players on Americah
NBA Cleveland Cavaliers.
Legion teams must have
As a junior at Murray State, written permission from their
Taylor had a 25.6 average and teams to try out. The age
was the eighth leading scorer in is 16-19.
the nation. His senior year
Those selected
OT. the
found him with a 23.2 average
re..
Academy
will
to
the $1.5
rebounds
of
8.3
average
and an
million campus on the southeast
per game.
edge of Sarasota, Fla., on
Taylor will join Claude Virden
August 12, 1973 in time for them
and become the second Murray to
marticulate at Manatee
State star to play for the
Junior College.
Colonels.
During their I6-months at the
Academy, all of their expenses
will be paid including the
Manatee tuition plus medical
and hospital insurance. The
will sleep, two to a'room, in a
National League
motel-type dormitory, be fed
East
W. L. Pd. G.E. three diet-planned meals a day
35 24 .593 —
Chicago
27 25 .519 41,2 and receive a salary.
Montreal

Thursday's Games
•

•I

fel

.sa20

off a triple play.
—The Atlanta Braves scored
18 runs.
—The Philadelphia Phillies
scored 16 runs.
Not bad for a league that
thinks DH means double header, eh?
And in the National League,
St. Louis shut out Cincinnati II0; Atlanta embarrassed Pittsburgh 18-3; Montreal edged San
Diego 3-2; Philadelphia punished Los Angeles 16-3; New
York beat San Francisco 3-1
and Houston defeated Chicago
6-1.
The scores in the American
League were Kansas City 2,

Baltimore 0; Texas 4, Cleveland 2; Chicago 10, Detroit 2;
Milwaukee 3, Minnesota 2; California 7, Boston 5 and New
York 8, Oakland 3.
"By the way Luis, nice hit,"
Joe Torre joked to Luis Melendez, who hit a grand slam
homer, but was lost in the
shuffle because of Wise's no-hit
bid. "You just picked the
wrong night." So did the Cincinnati Reds, who were handcuffed by the Cardinal righthander all night. Joe Morgan's
sharp single up the middle with
one down in the ninth was Cincinnati's offense for the evening.

Too Big To Be Men And
Too Big To Be Horses!
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American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.R.
New York
31 27 .534 —
Detroit
30 27 .526 /
1
2
Milwaukee
30 17 :526 /
1
2
Baltimore
26 26 .500 2
Boston
27 27 .500 2
Cleveland
22.36 .379 9
Welt
32 72 .593 —
Chicago
Minnesota
30 25 .545 2/
1
2
Kansas 'City
32 29 .525 3/
1
2
California
28 27 .509 41/2
Oakland
30 29 .508 41/2
19 35 .352 13
Texas
Wednesday's Games
Texas 4, Cleveland 2
Kansas City 2, Baltimore 0
Chicago 10, Detroit 2
Milwaukee 4, Minnesota 3
California 7, Boston 5
• New York a; Oalciano 3
Thursday's Games
KanSas City (Littell 0-0) at
Baltimore (Alexander 5.2), N
New York (Medich 5 2) at
Oakland (Hunter 83), N
Boston (Curtis 36) at California (May 46). N

Fridays -Games
Texas at Baltimore, N

Minnesota at Detroit, N
. Kansas City at Cleveland, N
Milwaukee at Chicago, N
'Boston at oaktano, N
New York at California, N

Upon their graduation, they
will be phased into the Royals
farm system.
The Tryout Camp will be
COnducted by Gerald Adams a

member of the Royals scouting
staff.

ORILLA, Ont. (AP — What
weighs more than 1,400 pounds,
has four legs, four wheels and
attracts stares?
The McGuire twins on their
motorcycles.
Billy and Benny are identical
twins, the only difference between them, if it can be no_

ticed, is that Billy weighs 700
pounds, his brother 720.
Born in Hendersonville, N.C.,
the McGuires are the world's
largest identical twins, according to the Guiness Book of
Records, where they've been
entered as such for the last five
years,

Tennis Grand Masjers
Tour Has Bee rrmed
NEW YORK (API — Etobb
Riggs, Frank Parker, Billy
ous
bert. Pancho Segura
names from
golden
past -all hope
regain some
of their lost •ry in the rebirth
of inter
that the sport current enjoys.
gs hustled his way to a
measure of recognition for the
oldtun' ers with his recent easy
victory over Australian Margaret Court in what was billed as
the Battle of the Sexes. Now
some of his middle-aged friends
are hoping to get a piece of the
action through the brainchild of
Al Bunis of Cincinnati, a leading authority on senior tennis.
Bunis announced at a news
conference Wednesday the formation of a Tennis Grand Masters Tour, featuring 12 of the
game's best senior players.
These players, he said, will
compete for $2541,000 in cash
prizes in 10 different U.S. cities
and several European capitals
this year, with the weekend activity getting underway July 2022 in Milwaukee.
Bunis, captain of the U.S.
Dubler Cup team, the senior division equivalent of the Davis
Cup, said he considers tennis to
be the game of the 1970s as golf

as the sport of the 1950s and
1960s. And, he added, tennis
also is becoming more and
more a game for the middleaged.
The Grand Masters include
Riggs, rated the finest match
player of all time; Talbert,
holder of 38 national titles;
Gardner Mulloy, seven times
U.S. senior champion; Vic
Sexias, 1953 Wimbledon champion; Segura, current senior
hard court champion; Parker,
USLTA national champion in
1944 and 1945, and Tom Brown,
three-tirne U.S. Davis Cupper.
Also, Gustavo Palofax, No. 1
senior player in the U.S.; Jaroslav Drobny, 1954 Wimbledon
champion; Hugh Stewart, winner of. 20 national championships; Straight Clark, current
Wimbledon senior champion,
and Sam Match, one time
national clay court doubles
champion

Billy and Benny are profesional wrestlers who spend six
months of the year in Montreal
and six in the United States.
Wrestling as a tag team as
amateurs, the brothers weighed.
in at about 400 pounds each ahd
were undefeated.
,
They're now making a name
for themselves an the pro circuit. They,6 it with some of
ettkods, the locomotheir o
tive
y or the squeeze play.
ibing the way they operate in the ring, the brothers
said—you guessed it—they use
their weight.
Here's how:
First, they can use their opponent as a ping-pong ball,
bouncing him back and forth
between them. Then there's the
aptly-named "squeeze play" in
which Billy pushes one way and
Benny the other way, with the
opponent in between, of course.
The "locomotive smash"
comes when one brother holds
the opponent and the other
charges and rams him.
But they can't live by wrestling alone; they need food.
A typical breakfast includes a
dozen eggs, two or three
pounds of bacon, a loaf of toast
and half a gallon of tea. Each!
The 26-year-old brothers have
84-inch waists and it takes seven yards of cloth for a pair of
pants. A shirt takes six yards.
The boys, who are married to
Canadian girls, don't have special motorcycles, but their cars
need heavy-duty suspensions.
Motels present a problem.
"Lots of time they won't let
us stay the night," said Billy.
"Sometimes they ask us for a
deposit to cover the price of the

Evans' 14th homer of the season highlighted a six-run fourth
which erased a 3-2 Pittsburgh
lead and Atlanta went on to collect a total of 17 hits and the
victory.
The Phillies also built up
their batting averages as every
starter except Cesar Toyer hit
safely. The Phils rolled sixes in
each of the first two innings
and coasted to an easy victory
over the Dodgers.
Winning pitcher Ken Brett,
who joined the offensive fireworks with a solo homer, boosted his record to 5-2.
The hockey fans in Montreal
might have called it a hat
• trick, but in baseball parlance,
it's known as a triple play. The
Expos made their contribution
to conserving energy when they
recorded all the necessary outs
in one inning on the same play
during their victory over the
Padres.
Felix Milian of the Mets celebrated the one-year anniversary of his last home rt With another one to help,-'tom Seaver
record his egisth victory.
Ironic
, the homer Milian
hit lastlime 13th came off Seaver-when the Met second baseMan was playing for the
Braves.
Houston Manager Leo Durocher got a measure of revenge
over the team which fired him
last season as Don Wilson and
Jim Ray combined to six-hit
the Cubs. Cesar Cedeno belted
a two-run homer.

"Insurance costs less
than 1 per cent of value?"
Correct. Insurance to
protect furs, jewelry, coin
and stamp collections,
artworks, and sporting
goods usually costs considerably less than 1 per
cent of value. Such 'floater
policies' cover loss, theft or
accidental damage,both on
and off the premises.

the
INSURANCE AGENCY
BEL AIR CENTER 753-4751

Liquori And Prefontaine
Co-Favorites In Mile
By DAN BERGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
BAKEFtSFIELD, Calif. t' AP)
— Marty Liguori has run just
four races all year. But he
rates as a co-favorite with
Steve Prefontaine in the mile
race at the 85th National AAU
begiruung
championships
tonight at Memorial Stadium.
The mile, traditionally the
feature event, stands out, but
not by much, over the halfmile.
Liguori was the public address announcer for the International Track Association that
year and began his training
late. He ran a 3:57.8 mile in his
first race, then ran a 1:51.0
half-mile and added a 3:58.7
mile.
It is uncertain whether Liguori and Prefontaine will hook
up in the same heat, because
meet • officials have not yet
drawn for the heats. But both
will be favored to advance to
Saturday night's final.
In half-mile, Dave Wottle ,ind
Rick Wohlhuter, each a world
record holder, also are expected to clash for the first
time since the Olympic Trials

of 1972. In that race. Wotale
won in world 800-meter record
time of 1:44.3 with Wohthuter
second in 1;45.0.
The 880-yard preliminaries
also will be tonight, and the
draw for that event also has
not been announced.
The top two American finishers in each event will be invited to be members of the U.S.
squad which will meet West
Germany. Italy and Kussia later this year in dual meets A
number of foreign stars are
competing here, too
Tonight's schedule calls for
preliminaries in many events.
Finals are 'Friday and Saturday.
HOCKEY
DETROIT — Mickey Redmond, 25-year-old right winger
with the - Nations/ Hockey
League Detroit Redwings has
signed a contract with the club
reportedly worth $1 million.
MONTREAL — The Philadelphia Flyers of the National_
Hockey League signed center
Orest Kmdrachuck, formerly
with Richmond of the American
Hockey league, to a multi-year
contract

•40,00.
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Incidence Of Rabies Continues
At High Rate Across Kentucky
specimens

Hoipital Report
June 9, 1973
ADULTS 88
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Robbie Ann Key and
Baby Girl, 203 Payne, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elaine Emma Etherton,
810 Bagwell Blvd., Murray,
Mrs. Janice Jourden Pritchett,
Route 1, Almo, James Earl
Burton, Route 3, Box 74,
Murray, Mrs. Evte Todd, 1105
Mulberry, Murray, Master
Jerry Wayne Green, Route 2,
Hazel, Lee Byrd Bolen, Route 1,
Almo, David Cowan, 1717
Magnolia, Murray, Master
Marty Lynn Stom, 232 South
list St., Murray, Mrs. Linda
Frances Witherspoon and Baby
Girl, 258 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Nadean Smith, Route 3,
Box 2368, Murray, Mrs. Waeda
Mae Beane, 403 South 12th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Cola Allie
Wakeland, 106 South 10th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Joquita Brewer
and Baby Girl, Route 1, Benton,
Kennie Ray Colson, 1816 Farmer, Murray, Fray Wilson, 410
South 9th St., Murray, Warlick
Wright Hutson, Box 185
Puryear, Tenn., James Keel,
Route 8, Murray, Carl Curtis
Alexander, Box 3, Dexter, Mrs.
Pearl Edna Kimberlin, 20 Iowa
St., Danville,

fluctuates through brain. There, it goes into an
the year as the seasons change. incubation period that usually
But he warned that at this lasts several weeks, according
present level, "there is good to Clark. He says however, that
indication that this will be a "if the bite is in the head or
serious year for rabies in upper regions of the body, there
is danger of a shorter inKentucky."
"But also, we must consider cubation period.
At the end of the incubation
that the increase in confirmed
cases of rabies is parity due to period, the symptons begin to
the fact that during this time manifest themselves. In
there has been a dramatic in- scientific circles, it is generally
crease in the sumber of recognized that the final
specimens for examination," trauma of rabies is a two stage
Clark pointed out. He attributed process. First comes the
the increase in the number of "furious " state, when the
test heads to increased animal is nervous, jittery and
cooperation between the county will frequently bite. This is
and state health agencies in the followed by the "dumb" stage
past few years.
when the paralysis begins to set
In addition to actually testing in and weaken the animal. As
suspected animal specimens for the jaws become immoveable,
rabies in the lab, the Frankfort the animal can no longer
based diagnostic team plots the breathe or swallow normally.
distribution of rabies occurence Often the animal will drool or
by county and animal species -foam at the mouth." Eveninvolved.
tualy, paralysis takes over the
Mrs. Margurite Shauntee and whole body. Convulsions and
Mr. George Thornton round out death follow.
the diagnostic team. Mrs.
There are three tests that can
Shauntee prepares many of the
Department of
slide samples for analysis and be run at the
in Frankfort to
•'•"••
Thornton is in charge of the Health facilities
WHEAT FOR JORDAN
•
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United
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with
infected
noculates test mice and
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most sucremoves brain samples from preliminary and
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the
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one
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being
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brain wheat as drought relief
Rabies is caused by virus. Selective portions of the
and
Entering through a wound, the are smeared on slides
is
rabies
for
virus
the
If
stained.
virus attacks the nervous
show it.
system and finds its way to the present the slides will
According to Cark, 95 percent
of the positive rabies tests are
confirmed with the Seller's
Test, although the Fluorescent
Antibody Test for Rabies and
innoculations on test mice are
frequently used to detect rabies.
Frances Drake
Clark says that 15 to 20 percnet of the test heads received
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'
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"about 70 percent of them are
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to the stars.
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The risk of being taken in by out the results to the victims, by
ARIES
as they are
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) iirA your emotions or by fast-talkers phone, as soon
so treatment
is
This
your
available.
Safeguard
now.
potent
is
after
Make decisions only
may begin immediatley.
careful investigation. Expend principles and your assets.
If outbreaks of rabies in
energies to elicit lasting results. CAPRICORN
Kentucky are to be controlled,
Avoid the "quick return" angle: i Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Stellar aspects indicate a new or prevented in the future,.the
It is fraught with traps.
for advancement Keep public must recognize the •
chance
TAURUS
areas and symptons of rabies in animals
( Apr. 21 to May 21) NV going in familiar
activities and report such activity when
There's a tendency toward keep extracurricular
they see it. Secondly, there
pessimism now, but don't yield in their proper place.
- must be a conscious effort to
to it. With goof judgment and a AQUARIUS
support and encourage the
bit of finesse you can make your 1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus fairly generous. vaccination of all domestic
outlook brighter, expand
Dovetail activities with those of animals. 'There is a strong hint
associates. Joint performances of evidence that vaccination
GEMINI
more resultful than solo ven- will be effective in preventing
9
/141
21)
June
to
( May 72
now.
tures
Do not become disenchanted
the disease in most cases,"
with those who disapprove of PISCES
Clark added.
20)
Mar.
to
20
your ideas or who are unwilling ifeb.
disappersonal
Do at let a
to fall in with your plans. Be
pointment mar your overall
philosophical, tolerant
perspective. Continue to aim for
CANCER
adeptness,
( June 22 to July 231 flO(C) high goals. Your
should June 8, 1973
Planetary aspects now warn know-how and intuition
Adults 97
a big 20% off on our STAA 4
Here's the stereo bargain you've been waiting for
against misleading influences, be potent now.
Nursery 9
deceit and dubious schemes. Be
full-fidelity. stereo FM, widebond AM receiver. Pocked with professional features inYOU BORN TODAY are
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
alert, and counteract with your
cluding switchable AFC circuit that prevents drift on weak FM stations, FM-Stereo beahigh order of
Mrs. Beverly Ann Foutch and
innate integrity and good endowed with a
con light, illuminuated slide-rule dial, inputs and outputs for adding o record changer
engaging
an
have
in-wgence;
judgment.
Baby Girl, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
or tape deck, full-rong• bpsshreble/bolance controls, We even toss in a luxurious
pe tonality and are en- Jo Elyn Russell and Baby Boy,
LEO
f1244Z terpriatng,inventive and happywolnut case as a BONUS. Get the STA-14::fctir o song' at any Radio Shack store across
23)
•
(July 24 to Aug.
Route 5, Box 2301, Murray,
and you can
a great love
the country. 31-2044
Jane
Wait on decisions until all hearted. You have
(Diane
Myers
Girl
Baby
in
artistic
are
and
beauty
of
avenues have been explored.
However, you Myers), Route 6, Murray.
Should temporary deterrents whatever you do.
DISMISSALS
bent which
appear, handle discerningly, also have a practical
Mrs. Faye Wall Turner, 312
most
the
turn
to
you
enables
with clear-headedness, smart
Herman
fanciful conception into a North 8th St., Murray,
Mon
control.
You love to Michael, Route 1, New Concord,
reality.
profitable
sANKAA•fpuRa
VIRGO
Route
Feltner,
Rowland
James
affinity
great
a
have
and
travel
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
would make 2, Box 350, Murray, Miss Rena
Your ingenuity, foresight and for the outdoors;
botanist Lynn Crick, Route 1, Hardin,
gardener,
excellent
an
peak
intuition should be at a
Other fields in Mrs. Alma Lee Tracy, 1704
now. A good time to look into or horticulturist.
which you could succeed: Ryan Ave., Murray, Mrs. Pansy
new offerings and gauge their
painting, literature, music, JoAnn Vaughn, 1604 Dodson,
real value.
medicine and the law. Birthdate Murray, Mr. James Clarice
LIBRA
Mme. Schumann-Heink, McDaniel, Route 3, Murray,
of:
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
noted singer; Edward, the Mrs. Lacy Elizabeth Herron,
Matters of minor importance
of Wales; Box 124, Hazel, Thelmer
could blow up out of proportion. "Black Prince"
Edvard Grieg, composer.
Rudolph, 713 Sycamore,
Don't let them. Your quick• • •
Murray, Raymond Frank
silver intuition and foresight
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For • Plirson0i 140 0000
should be a big help.
Howie (Expired), Route 1,
and
bye
forecast on heal*, wealth.
SCORPIO
Dexter, Thomas Moses Mohan,
marriage. sand sill° Olin it cents in
Coin for postage and handling to
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Route 1, Dexter, Albert Martin,
Horoscope gook Deportment. Sox 173,
Mrs.
04d Cltitisee Station, No York. N
Take a second look before
402 North 1st, Murray,
10011. mentioning Inis
accepting new ideas or unusual
1,
Route
Print your NAME, ADDIrarrtrti
Hurt,
Mary
Opal
ZIP. and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
propositions. Don't waste time
Kirksey.tu
You get tne rignt forecast for your
tochec Pen)
and energy pursuing a will o'

By Arthur B. Ltuader Jr.
State News Bureau
Rabies is a cruel disease-4o
contract it and continue without
proper treatment means almost
certain death-a trauma of
convulsion and paralysis.
But, partly due to efforts by
the Kentucky Department of
Health, there have not been any
human rabies fatalities in
Kentucky for more than 11
years-despite the fact that
incidents of animal infestation
epidemic
reached
have
proportions in recent years.
As of the week ending May 27,
Kentucky reported a total of 148
confirmed cases of rabies,
during 1973, the highest number
in the U. S., according to a
Morbidity and Mortality Report
issued by the National Communicable Disease Center, in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Recent figures revealed that
there were 174 confirmed cases
of rabies as of June 5, according
to Bob Clark, supervisor of the
Kentucky Department of
and
Rabies
Health's
Fluorescent Antibodies
Laboratory. Of those confirmed
cases, 89 were foxes, 32 cattle,
dogs,
13
skunks,
32
three horses, three cats, one pig
and one bat.
Clark indicated that the
rabies diagnostic lab has been
receiving about 200 test heads
each month. He said that
normally the number of

s
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Nuclear powered cardiac
pacemakers developed for the
Atomic Energy Cbnunissiori
by Arco Nuclear to. of Leechburg, Pa., a subsidiary of Atlantic Richfield Co., have.
been implanted in humans.
The nuclear heart paceto operniäkirs are
ate for at least 10 years compared with the two- or threeyear life of conventional battowered devices.
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DEALER

FOOD STAMP COST
The food stamp program
cost increased in three years
from $229 million to $1.84 billion, more than 800 per cent.
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TOMORROW'S HOME

New ideas make life
easier for homemaker

RESOURCE
DEVELOPMENT
CONFERENCE

IPAITANA VIICAGE PER0i7;e
(ALLOWAY

asi.ed

CONVENTION DELEGATES—Two Calloway County youths
were among the 250 delegates to the 18th annual 4-H Regional
Resource Development Conference at Fontana Village, North
Carolina. Carolyn Scott and Steve Howard were among two of
the 22 people from Kentucky who attended the week-long event
which drew 4-H'ers from the seven states in the Tennessee Valley.
-AYhIle at the convention, Carolyn and Steve studied the responsibility of the human resource in using natural resources wisely.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L DAVIDSON
Some draft registrants born
prior to 1953 will very shortly be
receiving a "good news" letter
from their draft board.
The letter will tell them they
have been reclassified 1-H a
holding classification and that
under current "Selective
Service" directives they are
now eligible for assignment to a
reduced priority selection
group.
The breakdown into priority
selection groups by year of birth
is as follow:
Those born in 1952 will be
assigned to the second; in 1951,
the third; in 1950, the fourth; in
1949, the fifth; and in 1948, the
sixth. Those born in 1947 (and
not yet 26 years of age) will be
placed.in the seventh.

A young man in a reduced
priority selection group has
only a very little possibility of
being considered for induction
in the future, except in the event
of a national emergency.
Any draft registrant eligible
for a reduced priority selection
group who does not receive the
letter from his board within a
reasonable
time
(approximately 30 days), should
contact his local board.
The change does not apply to
medical specialists, aliens
(classified 4-C) or ministers of
religion (Classified 4-D).
Michigan's Upper l'eninsula
is as large as Connecticut.
Delaware, Massachusetts and
Rhode Island combined.

By CLYDE V. SMITH
Copley News Service
Products for the home are
constantly being refined, tinproved, redesigned or otherwise given refreshing appeal
through ingenious glamor
techniques.
New product development
involves more than a bright
idea by a designer or a research engineer.
In many cases completely
new materials, shapes, sizes
or colors are involved.
One company that has been
a leader in innovation in the
home furnishings industry —
Corning Glass Works — reports that many of the product
ideas which it originates are
reviewed and evaluated by
consumers before they are
marketed. It applies this consumer research to solve problems and meet changing lifestyles.
It may be something as
simple as eliminating pouring
spouts on coffee makers to
something dramatic as the
srnoothtop cooking concept
that eliminates the chore of
cleaning messy burner wells.
As the originator of the
srnoothtop cooking concept,
Corning was the first to show
it at the National Association
of Horne Builders show several years ago. This year many
of the leading appliance manufacturers displayed their
own versions of the ceramic
built-in cooking surface.
Corning introduced its new
"electronia tic" percolators
and skillets, ideal for serving
and cooking at the table.
Corning said the electric
housewares market, estimated at $2.5 billion and
growing, is expected to exceed 83.5 billion annually by
1975 and $5 billion by 1980. The
appliance market is highly diverse, ranging from electric
cooking appliances to numerous personal care products
such as facial saunas and hot
combs.
Again this year, the most
spectacular innovations and

new products showed up in
kitchens and bathrooms.
At another showing, what is
described as the forerunner of
"a completely computerized
kitchen" was introduced and
should be on the market by
midyear. It is a new electric
range with touch controls.
This "touch and cook
range" with illuminated digital information system does
not offer much more from its
logic circuit at the moment
than the range a housewife
might now use — but it provides a new easy way to do it
all, a self-cleaning unit that
operates at a touch and a
sleek surface cooking panel.
'Mere are no knobs or holes on
the control panel, just an
easy-maintenance lighted numerical display.
With its integrated circuits,
solid state components and
touch system, the new range
is part of the fully computerized kitchen that should be under production within the decade, said John Weibel, chief
engineer of the Frigidaire Division of General Motors.
He believes changes will be
speeded up as women become
familiar with and accept the
new way of cooking, but it is
thought that women do not yet
want to reduce their cooking
and baking completely to
push buttons.
Meanwhile, the new range
will offer a digital display that
indicates settings for time and

Gillette

cooking functions, a preheat
cycle automatically programmed with use of the
oven, surface units that may
be turned off automatically
after a preset time, a cookand-hold feature to keep foods
warm for delayed meals, and
a recall feature to check functions that have been selected
on the control panel. One advantage for senior citizens is
the opportunity to use an automatic turnoff at night.
Glamor is still the keynote
for new fixtures and new design in bathrooms. The same
is true with floor &adman covWingsNew ideas in *sties forthe
bath and kitchen were spotlighted by Bradley Corp.'s
faucet and special products
division.
The company displayed
prototypes of three new product lines and announced they
would be available later this
year, including a new chromefinish single-handle plastic
faucet for bath and kitchen, a
new line of acrylic marble
bathtubs in five-foot lengths,
and a new thermoplastic
kitchen faucet for narrowedge sinks, in five colors, no
less
Novaglas Corp. of Long Island City in New York has developed a new molded fiberglass bathtub in classic
Greco-Roman styling to add
the look of elegance and luxury to the bathroom.

GOLDIN

INNOVATIVE DESIGN—(Upper bitt Steel studs snap easily into floor and ceiling tracks,
estimated to result in lower "in-place" costs than comparable wood joists. (Upper right Forerunner
of a completely computerized kitchen is this new range which eliminates some of the conventional
electro-mechanical components and replaces them with a glass touch panel, integrated circuits and
solid state components. Information display system is digital. lLower left Bathroom glamor
combines elegance with functional qualities. The contemporary medicine cabinet combines storage
as well as illumination and comes in three color combinations.(Lower right) Starflame 400 is billed
as the first fireplace-forced air heater combination, reported to be the only forced air heating sy stem
which gives the aesthetic advantages of a fireplace.
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Radio query gets
heavenly reply

070-14
Pf78-14

A Prince Rupert, Canada,..
radio station had just finished
a radio talk show in which lis—
teners took part by telephoning in when a bolt of 'ightrang
struck the transmitter, putting it out of action for 24
hours.
The subject under discussion was, Is God dead?"
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If Father prefers
THE CONSERVATIVE LOOK
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MULTI-STYLE

If you want to dress like a King at
budget prices,
Just Received!
Shop the .

CHROME
WHEEL
Gm** with

New Shipment
Blazers, Sport Coats
& Suits
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White, short sleeve
poly-cotton
blend.
Sizes 141
/
2 to 17.

GE SHAVE CREAM
DISPENSER

LOOKI
roll of h
farmer
Assoclat
Kennet
Green, n

SPORT SHIRTS:
Assorted printed short
sleeve with pocket.

Uses Over 30 Brands of
Shave Cream

114

88

WILSON CHAMPION
TENNIS BALLS

GILLETTE MAX FOR MEN

Compare
at 15.99

Includes styling comb,
brush and dryer. A gift
any father would like!

An ideal gift for any Father on
his day! Keeps shave cream hot
and moist!

6

44

Compare
at 19.99

ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Soft, absorbent cotton knit. Cut for
comfort and smooth
fit. Sizes S to XL.

MENS WORK SHIRTS
Short
Sleeve

A gift for the
tennis
buff!
Choose white
or yellow balls!

UNDERWEAR

Long
Sleeve

$3€6 '4%

4"

2 refills
cartridges included

288

MENS COOL TANK TOPS
130', combed cotton tank tops
with contrast trim and top
stitching. Assorted colors.

Permanent press pants, sizes
28 to 42 in grey or olive.

your choke —
FRAM OIL FILTERS
OR FDI AIR FILTER

88

FAMOUS
BRAND MENS
WATCHES

What a speoial idea
for Fathers Day...a
gift that will remind
him of you all day
long. Famous name
watches from Big K.

Reg. 66C
Keep your car running smooth
for a long time! Sizes to fit
most cars. Choose from air or
oil filters or both!
•

SCHICK
FLEXAMATIC RAZOR

MENS ORLON SOCKS
Orlon—nylon crew
socks in assorted
fashion
colors.

Dad wX1 love this gift! Shaves
closer and more comfortably!
Outshaves most other razors!

-

BRUT
FOR MEN

LP ALBUMS
Choose Dad's favorite
artists! Two records
in each album - for
hours
of listening
pleasure!

Model 05813

CAR TAPE PLAYER

188

SCHICK
HOT LATHER
REFILLS

Reg. 6.40

real he-man gift
or your special guy
.rut for men...lotion.

ounces
Luxury gift for the man with a
luxurious Schick Hot Lather
machine. Stock up for him now!

Compare
at 2.99

AdvanOed design in a high
impact polysterene cabinet
that fits in any glove compartment.

MENS SCHICK
STYLING DRYER

STANDARD WEIGHT OILS

211c

BIG K BRAND
RAZOR BLADES

for

Reg. 48c

10 to
pack

1-6 Sunday

BAN KAMERICARD
prk,m, A,w

88

Model 35T

.20 or 30 weights. Havoline.
Shell or Quaker State.

9-9 Mon.-Sat

Compare
3 for 2.69

MACHINE

MENS WORK PANTS

,mvoo,

197

SCHICK HOT
LATHER

TEE SHIRTS OR BRIEFS
Soft, cotton knit quarter sleeve
shirt, sizes S to XL or rib knit
cotton briefs, sizes 28 to 44
make a great gat Tor Linn

Long or short sleeve shirts
of
polyester/cOtton blend.
Sizes 141
/
2 to 17 in grey oi
olive.

.

for

2

packs 1
for

00
Reg. 63c

Includes styling dryer,
comb and
brush! Makes an ideal gift
for Dad!

comfortable
- ast,
,naves with 3 floating
neads! Hidden trimmer
'or sideburns!

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Compare at 29.99

BANKAMERICAR
Ifo

Equal Opportunity Employer

Compare at 19.99

NORELCO TRIPLEHEADER

Acres Of Free Parking

753-8777

Model 336

FIELD
baler
Prod u for le
tractor
1,500
fields.

N
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Administrators, Leaders Hold Meeting, Kentucky Dam Village
"Cooperative partnership"
was the theme for a meeting of
local power distributors, officers of Tributary Area
Development groups, community leaders, and TVA officials held at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park last
Tuesday. Mr. Aubrey Wagner,

Chairman of WA'. Board of in C0111•10011 with WA's 40th power program. Mr. Bob Tilley,
Directors, and other TVA ad- anniversers year and stressed an economist in the Division of
ministrators discussed the vital the unitise cooperative part- Navigation Development and
issues facing the Tennessee nership which exists between Regional Studies, described
Valley today and participated in TVA, power distributors, and gains in personal income, nona question and answer the people living within the manufacturing Jobs,
and
discussion with those in at- Tennessee Valley. Mr. Robert population growth resulting
tendance.
M. Howes, Director of Land from 40 years of "cooperative
The program was conducted Between the Lakes,TVA's large partnership" between WA and
recreation and environmental the people of the region.
education center in western Following the question and
Kentucky and Tennessee, answer session the group toured
conducted a session on the Land Between the Lakes.
recreational and educational
facilities available to the public
The recent meeting was the
In and around Land Between the first in a series of meetings
Lakes. Energy capacity was which will be held at TVA inthe subject of a talk given by stallations throughout the
Mr. Godwin Williams, the Tennessee Valley, As the
Assistant Manager of Power, region's problems become more
while Mr. Gilbert F. Stone, complex and WA's activities
Assistant Director of the more diverse, these meetings,
Division of Environmental will help to keep local leaders in
Planning, discussed the en- tune with the latest developvironmental aspects of the ments in the Tennessee Valley.

Dear Consumer

Save Gas: Save Cash

LOOKING IT OVER — This group of spectators is inspecting a
roll of hay gathered by a new roll-type baler offered to lease to
firmers by the
Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association. The spectators
include: second from left,
Kenneth Walker, Joe Fuqua,Roy Burgess, Morris Sims and BIN
Green, new Graves Co. argent.

By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President

and Director
Office of Conaurner Affairs

Looking for ways-to save money? Don't overlook
the dollars that go into your car's gas tank.
By changing your driving habits, you can cut
that expense. Watch your gas bills go down as you
— ,tialkiaLtht,tips below.
(Actually, saving gas for the entire country is
the goal of these tips. It's urgent for all Americans
to help beat the gas shortage that is closing in on us.)
By saving gas, you save cash. Here's how you
can save:
•Drive 10 miles below the top speed limit on superhighways (Tests show,for instance, that a '69 station
wagon got 14.29 miles per gallon at 70 miles periwur,
and 17.36 miles per gallon at 60—a 12 percent gain,
which is a saving of more than 3 piles per gallon.)
•Have your engine well-tureeinflated
•Have your tires prop
nk up to the neck (You risk
•Don't fill your ga
losing gas when it overflows on hills or when heat
causes gas
(pand.)
•Accekrate gradually (When you first start your
car. . . when you're going up a hill . . . when you're
tering the stream of traffic.)
•Maintain a steady driving speed
•Cut your engine when waiting for a passenger
to return to the car (Idling the engine wastes gas,
creates unnecessary emission pollution.)
•Limit the use of your air conditioner and defroster
•Travel light (Extra luggage requires extra fuel.)
•If possible, try to obtain comparative shopping
data by phone, instead of traveling from store to
store
•Arrange car pools for commuting, running errands and transporting children.
By using these energy-saving measures, you
can cut your gasoline bill by as much as 20 to 25
percent.
Above all, DON'T save gas by hoarding it in fivegallon containers. This is a serious fire hazard—
whether in your car, your garage or your basement.
Instead, save gas the smart, safe way. Follow
these tips.

FIELD DEMONSTRATION — Pictured is a new roll-type hay
baler introduced into the area by the Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association. The new machines are available
for lease at the three JPPCA offices in West Kentucky. The
tractor-drawn baler collects hay Into rolls weighing Shout
1,500 pounds each. The hay rolls are designed to remain in the
fields.

New Hay-Baling Metho5
For Farm Lease Here
A new innovation in the
hay baling has been
introduced into this area.
The Jackson Purchase
PCA has purchased three
roll-type balers to be leased
out to farmers in Graves
county and the Jackson
Purchase. These balers
make a roll five feet wide
to six feet in diameter,
which weigh approximately
1,500 pounds.
A 40 horse-power tractor
will operate the baler and
the bales are usually stored
outside. As in the case with

most of today's modem
hay-making equipment, this
is a one-man operation. a
Bale carrier will be
furnished by the
association to transport the
bales from the field to the
location that the farmers
wishes to store his hay, a
spokesman said.
The balers are located at
the Mayfield, Bardwell and
Clinton offices and any
farmer interested in using
one of these balers should
contact one of the offices.

W
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GIGANTIC SHOE SALE!!
SAVE up to 50%

on Men's Shoos, Women's- Shoes,
Handbags and Sandals

VALUES TO $25.00 — Women's Famous Brands Sandals,

Canvas Shoes and Dress Shoes — All Reduced!

SANDALS

Starting At

$395

CANVAS SHOES

Starting At

$395

LOAFERS

Starting At

5695

DRESS SHOES

Starting At

$895

VALUES TO $40.00 - Men's Dress and Casual Shoes:

Steel-Toe Work Shoes—All Leather Uppers

NOW
N
$

495

$ 1 495

master charge

y011f

BANKAMERICARO

enArons

welcome

Paducah, Ky.

410 Broadway

Father's Day Giftsfor

Summer of'73
JOLLY DAD WELL
WITH A JACKET
We have action models for
the outdoor man, suavely
tailored sport coats for the
elegant ease-taker. Find a
fine selection of both now—
and choose one to suit.

Choosefrom
names as
JOHNNY CARSON
H. FREEMAN
CORBIN
PALM BEACH

SHOW DAD YOU
CARE WITH
SMASHING NEW
CO-ORDINATES
Our co-ordinates take
the fuss out of trying
to match colors and
patterns. What could
be easier
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Choose from
names as
ARNOLD PALMER
PEN-WEST

SHOW DAD HO
WITH KNIT SHIR
How to be cooler, fresher,
easier in motion wherever
he relaxes. Our newest knit
shirts attract breeze, defy
heat, absorb moisture. More
than that even a particular
Dad can't ask. Give a couple

Choose from
names as
HATHAWAY
COUNTESS MARA
THANE

SALUTE DAD WITH
, NEW SLACKS
Dad will appreciate a pair
from our large selection. The
fabrics are perfection, the
small details of pocket, waist
and belt loop are carefully
right. Salute him with more
than a single pair.

Choosefrom
names as
JAYMAR
DAKS
CORBIN

TOAST DAD WITH
SHIRTS AND TIES
Our button-downs are the top
of the great new crop, our
short sleeve styles as cool as
a summer wind. Add ties
from our authoritative rack,
and he'll toast you back'

Choose from
names as
HATHAWAY
GANT
COUNTESS MARA
BRONZINI
JOHNNY CARSON

II

"Distinctive Apparel
For Gentlemen and Scholars"

FREE LUXURY
GIFT WRAPPING

frgr-trat55fiop,U
(Just Mention Our Name)

GIVi

Oa i31ST

IN PADUCAH,KY.
311 Broadway Phone ,142-7306
Open Fri. Night Till 8:30
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the past 15 years. He cited
several key practices which
have caused forage production
The UK specialist said that to rapidly increase:
renovation.
—Grassland
during each of the past three
years, some 3.1-3.5 million tons Farmers who rely on tall fescue
of hay have been harvested in and bluegrass intirely run short
Kentucky. This is an increase of on high quality feed in the
a million tons over production in middle of the summer.
the mid-1960's. The top acreage Therefore, they have inhay crop is tall fescue and red troduced legumes into these
clover, but alfalfa and alfalfa straight grass pastures to
grass mixtures also play a upgrade the quality and volume
major role in supplying stored of hay and summer pasture. In
1959, 17,000 acres of grass were
hay needs.
Thompson said Kentucky's renovated in Kentucky. In 1972,
expanding forage production for the fifth consecutive year,
has double beef cow numbers in over 500,000 acres were

Farmers Increasing Pasture, Forage Crop
LEXINGTON, Ky.—Forage Southern Pasture and -Forage acres, and gram silage crops
major Crop Improvement Conference occupy 200,000 acres.
a
is
production
Cool season perennial grasses
agricultural exterprise in at the Universtiy of Kentucky.
Kentucly and farmers in the In attendance were some 145 dominate the Kentucky pasture
state are rapidly increasing forage research and extension scenes, noted Thompson. Tall
their pasture and forage crop workers from universities and fesue is the leader, growing on
production in order to provide industries in 13 southern states. an estimated six million acres.
Kentucky bluegrass is grown on
feed for an expanding livestock
Thompson told the visiting one and one-half million acres.
population. That is what
experts that two-thirds Orchardgrass and timothy
Warren Thompson, Extension forage
of the open cropland acreage in together are the prime crop on
the
at
specialist
forage
is devoted to the about 300,000 acres. The leading
University of Kentucky College Kentucky
production of forage crops. pasture legumes are
white
of Agriculture, recently told a
occupy 7.8 million clover, red clover, alfalfa and
group of forage experts meeting Pastures
acres, crops used for hay make annual less • I -za
in Lexington.
up one and one-half million
The occasion was the

DEVALUATION

High prices kill
import boom
B)TOM GABLE
Copley News Service
Remember the jokes about
the new 1959 Japanese cars'
Remember how the jokes
turned to praise six years
Later and Americans began
unloading their $4,000 American-made autos for $800 and
driving away, at 35 miles to
the gallon, th clean. efficient
61,800 cars The import boom
had hit.
Remember the Swiss
watches, the French wines,
the German turntables, the
Hong Kong suits, the Danish
pipes, the Italian shoes, the
Japanese electronics, the Taiwan clock radios, all bought
at prices considerably lower
than those charged by American competitors?
Remember while you can,
because the low-priced import
boom has gone bust
The two dollar devaluations
i and the ones to come, according to experts) have
changed the pricing game to
the detriment of the average
consumer.
A random survey of recent
price changes in major import categories showed increases ranging from 8 per
cent Hong Kong shirts: to
more than 100 per cent
(French wines). The dollar
devaluations were supposed
to make American-made
products more competitive.
They have. You can buy a
Ford Pinto or a Chevrolet
Vega for less than a Volkswagen or Datsun, but for
more than you would have
paid just four months ago
One thing the dollar devaluations did not help was the
balance of trade in your wallet. And it will get worse
The average American
consumer is going to be pay-

Bonds are
for making
retirement
easier.

ing more for everything,"
said Robert J. Oster, economist with Bank of America in
Los Angeles ''Recent figures
show that the devaluation
may have improved the balance of trade. But no matter
how you slice it, the consumer
gets the higher prices."
Last month, Toyota Motor
Sales U.S.A., Inc.. increased
its prices an average of 10.2
per cent. The Corolla two-door
sedan jumped $199 to $2,359,
the Corona four-door sedan
$243 to $2,679, the Mark 11
four-door sedan $333 to $3,329
and the half-ton pickup truck
jumped 1240 to $2,589.
The same month, Nissan
Motor Corp., which imports
the Datsun, increased its
prices an average of 13.7 per
cent, or $349 a model.
Since the begining of the
1971 model year, the price of
the average Volkswagen has
gone up $419, or 23.5 per cent,
according to company figures.
With the U.S. auto makers
increasing their prices to preserve profit margins and offset new costs, the choice for
the prospective automobile
purchaser has been narrowed
to buy or not buy, rather than
foreign or domestic.
Toyota and Nissan reported
sharp declines in shipments to
the United States in April.
Toyota said its exports to the
United States fell 36.2 per gent
in April.
Nissan was down 31 per
cent. Both attributed the
sharp decline to the effects of
increased prices here due to
the devaluations.
Importers are now trying to
push their higher-priced lines,
according to materials from
advertising trade publications
and research firms. These
would include the Datsun 240Z, the Audi, Volvo, BMW,
Mazda, Saab, Toyota Celica,
Capri and Fiat.
Also due to stay high and go
higher are the prices of lumber, agricultural products, liquors, wines and clothing.
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A great overseas demand
for U.S. agricultural products
means the supply will be under pressure..here. If your
cal supermarket doesn't have
as much lettuce available, the
prices will go up. Our trading
partners can afford to buy
more from American farmers
because their money is worth
more in relation to the dollar.
But your dollar is becoming
worth less because of inflation
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June 11, 1973
ADULTS RH
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Smith
and baby boy, 509 South llth
Street, Murray, Mrs. Elretta
Atkins and baby boy, Route
Two, Dover, Tenn., and Mrs.
Mary Darlene Cr-urn and baby
boy, Route One, Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jenny Lou Clark,
Dexter, Mrs. Trilby Mae
Cunningham, 1402 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Edith Louise
Bray, 306 S,,,rd, Murray, Ross
Edward Vogal, 409-B N. 5th,
Murray, Mrs. Burma Bess
McDaniel. Rt. 2 Muirray•,Mrs.
Christine Coklow, 206 Spruce,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Bernice
Johnson, 115 Spruce, Murray,
Robert William Davis, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Ella Divine, Rt. 1,
Bertha
Bremen, Boss William Darnell
(expired), Rt. 1, Hazel.
POLLUTION HAZARD
On June 12, 1967, a government report called for $2.5
million in federal spending to
combat the hazards of environmental pollution.
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Socks
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been increases in small grain
used for silage and hay crops
made into silage.
—Good landuse. This has
allowed farmers to take advantage of sloping land for
forage production while using
level land for row crop
production.
Besides exchanging inprograms
on
formation
designed to increase forage
production, the visiting forage
experts toured several farms in
Lincoln County and viewd UK's
forage research work at the
Coldstren - Spindletop - Maine
Chance farms near Lexington.

200,000 acres of the crop are still
with
annually
harvested
average acre yields ranging
from 3.1-3.5 tons. Even though
the weevil is an increasing
menace, the crop acreage and
yield per acre will increase in
1973 over 1972. The soaring cost
of processed protein supplement could result in a vast
increase in alfalfa acreage in
the near future.
—Silage production. This has
tripled since 1960. Most of this
gain has been from corn. The
emphasis has been on dent
harvest, fine chop, tight pack
and fast fill. There have also
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Size 10-13

Men's

MEN'S

Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's

•

n

eel

-Highway 641 MURRAY, K1.
* FATHER'S DAY SALE *

••

• •

GILLETTE

PLATINUM -PLUS

111
Pack of 5
Reg.
$1.10

MI

DOUBLE EDGE
BLADES

SLACKS
Famous Brand Names
eg. Sale Price '9.88

HAIR SPRAY

Sale

69

DRESS SHIRTS

REMINGTON HOT COMB

AttrIF

Hair styler for men. Combs, dries.
brushes.
Model HW-3 sole $ 1 095

- 111

00
1 off
the reg. price

S's

BRUT 33

MEN'S WHITE

WATCH

Use after shave or shower,
deodorant protection all day plus
the great smell of Brut:

DRESS SHOES

7 jewel shock resistant,
silver with black leather
strap.

Leather uppers, two-tones
& solids.

38401
Reg. $6
'14.95

7 oz

NO.

Reg.
S2.50

a.

Man's Westclox

the splash on lotion

"
ally

$ 1 00
I
For Only

All Men's
Button Front

t!'s

Sizes
2-12 4P
/
61
NOW

388

95

$ 1 39

Prices Good This Weekend Only!!

* FATHER'S DAY

19" Steel

Shirts
2
/
Sizes 14-161
$495

Reg. 5 15.99 $

1299

99

Blue & White

THE PI
411111a

Slipon & Lace Styles

A WAX

RN
PlItETENPH.
A VAMPIR1
IT MEAg,

20"
CARRY ABOUT

t

SCREWDRIVER
Reg.
5 1.00 Value
CAR & HOME

Att7

HIGH PRESSURE

SPRAY GUN
k Fits any garden hose
,

$269
v Complete with soap and wax

BEATLE

I
Automobile

'Seat Covers
for Dad's car
v. Slips on
and off in
minutes
uompletely washable
&
Stretchable
•
slip
won't

$4.47 to-

10-PIECE
SET

497

-

2-12
/
Sizes 61

Size 3/16 thru 3/4"
plus spark plug
socket. 1 year over
the
counter
guarantee.

v Irons

Reg. $
543.99

EM-ONIDIE
ea
FOR DIN.INI

I NAVE

•-•

4" Drive
1
3/8 &/

Putters

--Top Quality
—Solid State
—Channel selector indicator
--Individual speaker control
—Mounting bracket for easy installation

BLONDI
Eposomps••-•

DECK
SHOES

SOCKET SET

TAPE PLAYER

P1 %%IL 1%

Men's Canvas

Bernzomatic

GOLF CLUBS I

8-TRACK

;549

All Metal construction
21-Piece

& Up

Pants
Sizes 29-42

597

$397

7

1 Pennitete
(slang)
6 Pal ot hower
11 Cause
12 Gets ttO
14 Dines
15 Einet
17 Guist'
18 Exist
19 Taut
20 Greek letter
21 Hebrew letter
22 Gin s name
23 Midday
24 Senior (ebb I
25 In bed
26 Mends with
cotton
27 Clement
28 Ascend
29 Carpenter s
tool
31 Girl s name
artici
Spanish
32
34 Soiitary
35 Repulse
36 Symbol tor
necke I
37 Reverence
38 Unit ot
Y ugoela vier
currency
39 Chapeau
40 Symbol for
cer,um
41 &states
42 Identical
43 Landed Prop'
tY
45 Seesaw
47 Heavy volurn
48 Metal

SHIRTS &
PANTS

UL Listed
V 2 Speed
American Made
Guaranteed 5 yrs. $

Blue Enameled Finish
Heavy Duty
Construction

$36

rossw
ACROSS

FAN

with Carrying Tray

Woods

••••
•
•
C
•
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•
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Men's Matching Uniform

TOOL BOXES

ASSORTMENT OF

AGE ELEV1

Pkg. of 8

88
$7
NOW

Choice of regular, extra hold,
oily or unscented.

13-oz.
Reg.
'1.49

Handkerchiefs \

DOUBLE KNIT

eel •

WHITE RAIN

Platinum Plus

Hospital Report
U.S. Savitigs Bonds
can help you keep
a firm grip on your
future. Join the
Payroll Savings
Plan where you
work,right now.
Get a start on your
nest egg and make
sure there'll be
some glitter in your
golden years.

renovated_
—Forage fertilization. There
has been an estimated increase
of 61 percent in the number of
farmers using fertilizer on
forage crops in the past ten
years. Application of lime,
phosphate and potash on grasslegiune pastures has been the
leading fertilizer practice. The
use of nitrogen in the late
summer on fescue and
bluegrass has also been very
beneficial, resulting in more
growth for fall and winter
grazing.
—Melia production. In spite
of the alfalfa weevil, over

$677
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NAIN
SH00
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BLACK & DECKER
3/8" 26-Piece

DRILL KIT
— Or —

FEE3
2 Speed

LIL' AE

CMG'

Ti-4EOt

MEC-

HARVA

Jig Saw Kit

•
Both come with
m ,
carrying case'
u
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Your Choice
•
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Puzzle
roseword
AcRoss

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle

DOWN

1 Penniless
War*
5 Part of flower
11 Cause
12 Gets up
14 Dines
15 Brief
17 Guist'
18 Exist
19 Taut
20 Greek letter
21 Hebrew letter.
22 Girl $ name
23 Midday
24 Sentor (ebb()
25 in bed
26 1.4ervds with
cotton
27 Clement
28 Ascend
29 Carpenters
tool
31 Girls name
32 Spanish article
34 Solitary
35 Reckrise
38 Symbol tor
nickei
37 Reverence
38 Unit of
ugosia yen
currency
CPIPPau
Symbol tor
cerium
41 Satiates
42 Identical
43 Landed ProPmtY
45 Seesaw
47 Heavy voiurnes

1 Camer
2 Evaluate
3 World Wart
agency (ebb( I
4 Knockout
lailabr
5 Went a Analyze:is
sentence
7 Gaelic
8 Cravat
9 Conjunction
10 Instruction
11 Harvests
13 Parts of legs
16 Wife of Geraint
19 Article of furniture
20 Study
OseCiry
22 A state
23 Pertaining to
the nose
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Liquid measure
Ceremonies
Tropcal trt
Detest
Mans
nickname
42 Bishopric
44 Preposition
443 Latin contunc loon
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Library Serves The Blind, Handicapped
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Ever
listen to a book? Lots of people
do, according to the Kentucky
Regional Library for the Blind
and Physically Handicapped.
More than 6,000 aids,
primarily talking books, are
mailed each month to more
than 2,000 readers, according to
Miss Frances Coleman, library
director.
with
"The blind, those
cerebral palsy, children with
dyslexia and anyone who can't
hold a book or turn the pages,
can benefit from the talking
books," Miss Coleman explained.
Talking books are works read
by professional readers and
produced on records. Books on
cassettes and in braille are also
provided by the Library of
ccpsress.
Although most recipients of
the service request certain
tv-'Ls or magazines through a
written order, Miss Coleman
said some of her subscribers
want 15 books sent to them
regularly each week.
"We kind of guess what type
of books they want," she explained. "We usually know

whether they like mysteries,
westerns, or histories."
Talking Book Topics, a bimonthly publication of the

Senior citizens are
taugid lip reading
Sierra Hospital, Fresno,
Calif., is cooperating with the
California Slate University to
offer lip-reading seminars
free of charge to senior citizens.
Those who sign up for the
12-session seminar receive a
hearing exam, learn about
hearing aids and are taught
the fundamentals of lip or
speech reading as well as the
importance of watching facial
expressions and hand gestures.
Much talk, few words
SANTA BARBARA, Calif.
IUPII — A French-born
phonetician who recorded 25
hours of conversations in Paris
found that fewer than 4,000
separate words were used.
Andre Malcot, a University
of (:alifornia professor, made
the recordings to find how the
French language is actually
being spoken — not how the
textbooks assume it is spoken.

ONE ICE CREAM
CONE COMIN6 UP!

Library. of Congress, lists the
books available to the handicappped. The collection includes children's books, nonfiction and best sellers. Talking
magazines are available also.
Anyone who is unable to read
a book comfortably because of a
physical disability is eligible for
the indefinite loan of a talking

PIANO TUNING and Repair.
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
book machine owned by the U.S. craftsman Piano Technician
government, Miss Coleman Guild.
TFC
said. Talking books are mailed
free through the U.S. Post
Office.
The family of Birdie Futrell
Applications for a talking would like to extend their deepest
book machine can be obtained
appreciation to relatives, friends
through the regional library at
and neighbors, Doctors Ammons
150 East Clinton Street, Frankand Clark, 4th floor nursing staff
fort.
of Murray Hospital, Rev's Jack
Jones and Earl Warford, BlalockColeman Funeral Home and the
Murray Police Department for
their expressions of sympathy
during the illness and death of
our wife and mother.
1TC
Husband & Children.

Happy Ad
Phone 753-1916

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REM.ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

BAIDWIN PIANOS and organs_
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TenJ15C
nessee.
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
grand piano, console piano.
Lonardo Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris, Tennessee.
J15C
PIANO
TUNING—RepairPrompt expert
rebuilding.
service. 15 years experience.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W.
Dyer, Murray, Kentucky,. Phone
TFC
753-8911.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
I
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LOOKING AHEAD!!
a:

a
a

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Elko

TUCKER REALTORS

fri

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

a
a

a

Phone 753-4342

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753 4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

753-1607
753-7638

100 Hours A Day!
That's what you get when you put Donald R. Tucker, Realtor, to work selling your home
property. Five full time salespeople work 24 hours each day to sell your home or
property. Let us sell your property for you!

BLONDIE
YOU GET A 0-40ICE
OF BEEF STEW

SLON1DIE, WI-IAT DO

I 14Ave M CHOICE OR
FOR DINNER TONIGh•Ir

HOMES.
2 ACRES IN COUNTY on black top road. Small house with
nice kitchen and bath. Interior has been reworked. Come by
to see this for only $8,000.

DEXTER HOME in excellent condition perfect for the couple
wanting in the country, with conviences of the city. See it to
appreciate only 816,500.00.

'ME ANSWER FOR THE HOT SUMMER DAYS ahead is to
buy this lovely large 3 bedroom ranch with 2stall garage with
the fresh country air. Located in Stella, this home is fully
carpeted, has a fabulous family room, separate game room,
fireplace, and enclosed patio. Cannot be replaced for the
asking price for 835,000. Call now for an appointment.

FOR THE NEWLY MARRIED or retirelic limited income
North 16th off 121, small house with lar 99 x 429 lot. Appliance's in kitchen stay,for the price of 811,750.00.

6, 14

THE PHANTOM
THERE WERE TOO MANY
FOOTPRINTS IN THE OusT-TORCriM RECENTLY BURNED
--IT MEANS PEOPLE WERE

*HAT KIND CrC PE-CPL E WC,ULD MEET IN THIS
ANcieNT TORTURE ChemaER
WouiD- BE VAMPIRES --

GO FLY A KITE in your own back yard when you become
the new owner of this brick ranch style home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, Ben Franklin fireplace, large family room and all the
conveniences in the kitchen, extra wide lot. All for 830,000 and
in Sherwood Forrest.
813,900 IS ALL IT TAKES to buy this beautiful-1ot one mile
south of Wisell. Plenty of big trees., plenty of room for a
garden and ponies for the kids. Letfthan a mile from the new
school site. The two bedroom frame home goes with the lot.

HERE

THE GARDEN IS ALREADY PLANTED at this charming
country home at Cherry Corner. Just the right place for a
retiring couple who want a small place. Home has been
completely redecorated and it is tip-top shape. Only $10,700
Don't hesitate-this won't last long!
Home in Gatesboro in excellent condition. Fully carpeted
including kitchen and both baths. Large living room with
fireplace arid formal dining room with built in china cabinet.
Three bedrooms offer private master suite, double car
garage with electirc door opener and great patio! By appointment only!

BEAM BAILEY
ALTI-10i1C,14 WERE TRYING 70
ARNO AORE LIVA&E,
AkAXE
z WANT TO Emf7i-IA51zE TWAT TN*
15 NO COUNTItY CLUSI

NANCY-- STOP
SHOOTING THESE
RUBBER ARROWS
IN THE HOUSE

TI-(E °No./(REASON
i-IAR\JARD HASN'T A
DEPARTs.AWT OF HILLBILL', CULTURE 5
WE DiC44T TANK
THE1 HAD ANY!?

THEY
GOT
PLENTY

-LI)KEWISE., NOT WORR114,
AN'NOT
NOT BATH
VOTI N'RD'NOBODY BUT

ME!',

SMALL,COZY AND COMFORTABLE in the Tri City area. 2
bedroom home perfect for the retired couple wanting a
country atmosphere. Nice lot with plenty of shade
SMALL TRACTS
2 ACRES-NICELY LANDSCAPED and ideal for building site
or mobile home. Enough room for a pony, lko miles south of
Coldwater on Hwy. 1836. Priced to sell $11,950.
17 ACRES ON OLD 641 North right across from V/NRS Radio
tower. All tillable and just outside the city limits. $16,000.00
84'2 ACRES JUST SOUTH OF West Fork Church near Stella
Ideal for a country home and garden and a horse Only
$9,100.00.
SOUTH OF TRI—CITY, 3 acres that are professionally
landscaped. Blacktop highway frontage. 83,900 00

GRANDMA'S TIRED—SO WHY NOT get rid of that big, oldfashioned, time consuming home? Give her a chance to
relax in this nice, bright 3 bedroom home with attached
carport at 507 Whitnell Ave. It's only 817,500. See it today.

40 ACRES — 30 tillable no buildings, just land. Just a short
distance west of Lynn Grove. And it is only $11,000.

The cares of the Work-a-day world in this 3
ESCAPE
bedroom brick home located in the Harris Grove community•
Immediate occupancy.
COUNTRY HOME IN TEl CITY on corner lot. Excellent
location for small business with living area combined. Can be
yours for only $9,900.00.
THE ADDRESS GIVES IT AWAY here's an outstanding
home in Canterbury. Truly a sought after neighborhood.
There are three separate entertaining areas plus an open 2
story foyer. Double car garage, well landscaped. 5 bedroom,
3 baths. absolutely "super" kitchen.

LIL' ABNER

TICK...TICK...TICK... Don't let time pass you by! Spend it in
bath ranch. Oversized lot ( 1,2
this large 3-bedroom, 1
acres I of the most gorgeous trees Large living room, bright
and gay dining room, double attahced garage, breezway. Let
us show you this home 2 miles from Murray. Priced in the low
30's.

LET HER CALL YOU SWEETHEART when you take her to
see this delightful home at 206 North 13th Street. Ideal
location for university professor. It has 3 bedrooms, two
baths and fireplace. A high quality,liome, only 826,800. Just
call and we'll show you your new home!

7 ACRES—TWO HOUSES, barn, garage apartment, all in
city limits, zoned for business. Excellent for business or
gentleman fanner wanting close to town. Call for More information and appointment immediately.

NANCY

CONTENTMENT FOR SALE! This homey, restful - home
in Highland Oaks. 3 Bedrooms and is well kept. If you are
looking for real country pleasure this is it.

WAIT WATCHER—End the waiting! Buy this excellent
rental property at 1700 Miller. Rooms galore - up and down kitchen - living room. Excellent condition.
MODEST PRICE BUT COMFORTABI.E living on lrvan.
Large den, 2 spacious bedrooms. kitcrken, livingroom with
shag carpet all for $12,250.00. Call for an appointment toda
HAVE A NICE FOREVER on Holiday Drive — Brand new
and ready for you. This 3 bedroom,2 bath home was designed
for those seeking limp, without, a lavish price in an area
that's really nice. Loads of extra's such as carpeting, great
kitchen. patio 2 car garage and plenty of nice neighbors that
love where they live.

FARMS,

GET AWAY FROM IT ALL! on this 30 acre tree farm near
Kentucky Lake. Build your own place, watch your own birds
Do your thing! his only 88,500.00.

OAKDALE, Farmer, North 17th street. Kling,swood, Sherwood Forest, Tr -City, Stella. Lakeway 'Shores - Kentucky
Lake development corporation, Coldwater, Pine Bluff
Shores, and Panorama.
INCOME PRODUCING
I DOKING FOR AN INVESTMENT FOR TAX PURPOSES '
Invest $43,000 in furnished apartments. Build equity, deduct
good depreciation. spend 8585.00 from rental per month
located in the heart of Murray's busy area and completek
rented for the fall of •73.
LAKE
BUILD YOUR OWN CABIN OR HOME - on this choice lot in
Lakeway Shores. You will have a terrific view from a
...beautiful, wooded,lakefront lot that will give you many years
of pleasure. It is only 87,800.
SKIING - BOATING - Fishing - Relaxing - Sunning -Do it all
at Kentucky Joke and enjoy this beautiful A-Frame cabin a
Panorama Shores, too it's ideal for a summer tetreat Tht•
cabin is on a large wooded lot with an exceptional view of thi•
o
o sun gninrcookouts
lake Thre is also a large deck patio fr
Possession now Price - 815,000

1 71
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TWO BEDROOM furnished
FOR THE best in pest control apartment, $65.00 per month.
service and termite control cal! Also large efficiency apartment.
_Superior Exterminating Corn- Phone 753-7671 or 753-8333. J15C
pany, 753-7266.
TFC
THREE BEDROOM country
home on old Murray-Paris Road,
10 miles south of Murray, 12
miles north of Paris Phone 2475353.
JI9C

rIrrourrailii
TErvi
AIR-CONDITIONERS

TWO BEDROOM apartment,
central heat and air, carpet,
range, disposal, dishwasher,
patio, washer-dryer hook up.
$125.00 per month. -Phone 953J18C
7550.

bedroom
THREE
CLEAN
SERVICEMASTER
trailer, air conditioned. In
For More Than 25 Years
private yard near campus. Two
.THE NAME FOR
men or couple preferred. $85.00
PROFESSIONAL
753753-1817
or
Phone
per
month.
FOUR BEDROOM house, 101
J 18C CLEANING AROUND
South 12th Street. Days phone 3372.
8' x 42' Mobile Home with
753-0602 or nights 753-4381. J15C
THE WORLD
MOBILE HOME 8':45', two
water. Ready to move into
Carpets, Furniture,
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished bedrooms, air conditioned,
is 300' a 200'.
Walls, Floors, or your
apartment with stove, air con- electric heat. Within walking
Only 14,000.00 Total
entire house!
ditioner, washer and dryer hook distance of college. Phone 753Located near Olive
Collect 2474333
Call
up, drapes. Couple preferred. 5375.
J14C
Phone 474-2717, Aurora
Available July 1. Phone 753-7457
Gary Kelley
tile Real Estate
after 5:30 p.m.
J15C NICE CLEAN two bedroom
Backusburg Rd.
& Auction
mobile home, air conditioned,
Mayfield, Ky.
SLEEPING ROOMS for boys or Large private front yard Phone
J14C
S Ml girls. 1510 Story Ave. Phone 753- 753-8216 after 5:09 p.m
1,t• IDE-DEEP lots on
South For new homes, mobile 8718.
J14C
homes or part commercial usage
II5C
Phone owner 753-0774
FURNISHED ONE bedroom or ONE BEDROOM furnished
two bedroom apartment, air apartment, air conditioned.
DELUXE DUPLEX in Circarma. conditioned. Both with living Phone 753-4064 or 753-3139. J18C
Each side has a large living room and complete kitchen.
room, two large bedrooms, Utilities
paid. Phone 753FURNISHED APARTMENT,
kitchen with lots of cabinets, built 3143.
J16C near university. Boys or girls.
in range and oven and new 17'
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. J18C
refrigerator with ice maker, tile
THREE ROOM suite of offices,
bath, central heat and air and central heat and air, carpeted.
NEATLY FURNISHED one or
carpeted. Cal us for an appImmediate possession. Prime two bedroom apartment, carointment to see this property.
location. Phone Roberts Realty peted and air conditioned. May
John C. Neubauer Real Estate,
J30C be seen at Kelly's Pest Control,
208 South 4th. Residence 753-7531. 753-1651.
located 100 South 13th Street. J14C
Office 753-0101.
J16NC NICE
TWO bedroom duplex,
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
central heat and air. Located on TWO FURNISHED apartments gutters. We cover all exposed
IN GATESBOROUGH. four large spacious lot, with lots of for summer. One three rooms wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
J16C and bath and one four rooms and enamel aluminum siding. All
bedroom, 211 bath home on privacy. Phone 753-4334.
stiacious lot, entry foyer, large
bath. All utilities paid. Cheap aluminum gutters and down
living-dining room, large den or
rates. See caretaker downstairs spouts. Free estimates. Phone
rec room with fireplace, great
center apartment, 416 South 2nd 753-8783.
July 9C
kitchen with all built-ins ( double WANT TO BUY used furniture, Street.
J14C
any
condition,
no
appliances.
self cleaning ovens), breakfast
J16C
nook with view. Completely Phone 753-8378.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, air
carpeted, custom drapes, central
conditioned, near campus. Some
three
WANT
or
four
TO
BUY
heat and air, large utility room, bedroom house, 11.A2 baths,
kit- utilities furnished. Couples
paneled two car garage with
children. No pets.
chen with eating space, family preferred. No
electric eye Built in grill on
$85.00 per month. Phone 753-1817
room,
minimum
size
18'x22',
patio. Closets, cabinets. and
or
J14C
living room, utility and garage. 753-3372.
storage galore. Phone 753J16C No older than ten years. Within 20 FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
8965.
miles of M.S.U. Possession
living room, kitchen, bathroom
August 1, 1973. Phone 217-832.-9518
and shower and bath. One or two
or write Maurice Clabaugh. 15
bedrooms Zimmerman ApartBu-ch Lane, Villa Grove, Ill,
209 South 7th Street
J19C ments, South 16th Street, 75361956.
6609.
June 15C

Sholar's Auto Repair
•
•
209 South 7th Street

CLEAININGCARPET
Professional. Commercial or
residential at reasonable prices.
Free estimate. Will furnish
references. Phone Handyman,
June 29C
753-5827

1

0

Phone 753-1751

1111F A

FEEN YEAR old wants to WILL DO bushhogging. Rates
very reasonable. Phone 436BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, hen put up hay. Phone 753J14C
J19P 5525.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and 9296
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-4138.
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.

Boatownar's Insurance
you porno linen eral loss in car your boat a
clamped, aornsonres pr0p•rry
damaged of
IT0ns i5
sniuntd.

Can 'shot.?

'Look to the Shield'

CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
Master 489-2504.
TFC
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
13th Street, "Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
way."
TFC
For
JOHN'S REPAIR
Service
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
753-7625 nights.
TFC

SOYBEANS
AUK AMIK Ales-,0110. MIX 41111W

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. ( 502i 4928837.
TFC
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
work guaranteed. Business and
residential. Free estimates.
Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC
7201.

Your

* S-P-E-C-I-A-L *

1972 Midas Mini-Home
Local one owner with 10,000
miles. Like new inside and out.

$7295

PARKER FORD, Inc.
1
,

Phone 753-5273

Use
v Inoculation
Moly Mix
Solo
Dyna nap

Murray
Warehousing Corp.
See . .

Old Concord Rd
Phone 753-8220

CAR RUNNING HOT?
•
• Complete Radiator Service
Sholar's Auto
•
Repair

BY OWNER two bedroom house WANT TO BUY air conditioner
with attic, full basement and that will run on 110 volts. Phone
753-7954.
J16C
garage.60' lot Phone 7533779.
WANT TO BUY used 1973
BY OWNER. Beautiful home, Volkeswagon, low mileage.
J16C
three bedrooms, two baths, large Phone 753-2571.
family room with fireplace,
WANT TO BUY one-two bedroom
enclosed patio,carpeted, Tappan
house
kitchen, central air and heat, pool than on country side, not more
10 miles from Murray.
in fenced back. Exceptionally
Phone 753-8052 after 6:00 p.m.
landscaped. Near schools and
J16C
university. For appointment call
J16C
7531052 after 6:00p.m.
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
Sharpe Street, beside park, near
schools, shopping
center,
university. Phone(606)5492494.
June 18C

LOST ENGLISH setter, female,
orange tick, one year old. Child's
pet. Reward. Answers to name of
freckles. Lost in northeast section of county on June 5. If seen
J18C
ON KENTUCKY lake; four large phone 753-6183.
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
and living area, breakfast bar,
fireplace, central heat and air,
boat dock, large patio, May be
purchased furnished. Phone 436J20C
5574
REAL E-sTATE FOR sALE

FOR ALL
your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC

1011
1973 FORD PICK UP

2475

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric. Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency
service. Phone 753-5543. July 14C

For the Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County ...

The Land Fill Hours
Will Be From

7 to 7
Mon. thru Sat.

Your Blood!
Paul Calhoon needs 50 or 60 pints
of blood in the next few months in
order to combat a serious blood
disease.

A Blood Mobile will be in
Mayfield, Ky., JunelOth
& 21st.
We Need

v Donors 1,0-Drivers
v Baby Sitters
1111 SYCAMORE
John or Joretta Randolph 7534382
Keith Hays 489-2488

•
•

Come by and browse and Register
for a Free Suit

NOTICE

This 3 Bedroom Brick House has electric
heat, is air conditioned, is on city water and is
less than 1 mile from Murray.

3 ACRE SITE INCLUDES HOUSE-4 MOBILE HOMES-SHOP
LOCATION: HWY.121 SOUTH-LESS THAN 1 MILE FROM MURRAY

COMET-1
good runn
miles. Ne
$225.00.
good condit
7620.

Phone 753-1751

ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC

CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
Contractors. Homes, churches,
commercial. Free estimate includes starting and completion
dates,and complete description
of materials to be used. You will
like our quality and prices. Stop
watin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
4374712.
July 10P

OLDSMOB
1967, one
steering,
priced to
after 6:30p.

If you can help in any way,
please call . ..

753-6025

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation with the exception of only a
Week
skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available
Thanks,

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.

AUCTION
Saturday,
South 7t
Kentucky.
collection
tion of sev
have neve
for sale
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Call
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad
••••••

['BOARD

AUTOS

AUTOS FOR SALE

I.L1.1.12,14,j4.1,JA.1j1j_14,,T AjTITI

kBOARD

to" 1973 BUICK LIMITED
asVec 4-dbor hirdThp, white with green vinyl roof,
air condtioning, power steering, power brakes,
:f1 power seats, power windows, 14,000 miles.,
$5995
local one owner automobile.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

I Insurance

purist bn an •

11100(1111

i Shield'

NNIE
ROSS
?10 E.Main
753-0489

1111

:ANS

1rd Rd
3-8220

O

/
gag=
i
HOUSE TRAILER, 1972 model
baths
12'x60', two bedrooms, two
Phone 753-6855 after 5:00 p.m
.115C

0

1970 KAWASAKI 90, fixed for
dirt. Best condition. $200.00.
Phone 753-0955 or 753-4654. J15P

OLDSMOBILE VISTA Cruiser1967, one owner, clean, power
steering, brakes, good tires,
priced to sell. Phone 753-5115
J19C
after 6:30p.m.
COMET-1962, unusually clean,
good running. 60,300 actual
miles. New tires and battery.
6225.00. One wheel trailer, very
good condition. Phone 753J15P
7620.

a

'MISSION CONTROL TO SkY Ai3: WOULD
YOU PLEASE TURKI DOWK1 THAT COUNTRY
MUSIC?"

701 Main St.

Phone 753-5273

cicA'

INSURANCE SALESMAN
Need two men or women in
your area to help me
service our present clients
full or part time. Commission plus renewals and
bonus. For full information
and personal interview
write to or phone:
Mr. John W. Isbell
.
Pyramid Life Inc .
Box 442
Fulton, Ky. 42041
Phone 472-3925

'Pee/0//
Rea With white vinyl top,

ELECTRICIANS
MECHANICS (Industrial)
MACHINISTS
INSTRUMENT MECHANICS
RS
IPEFITTE
WELDER-P
Excellent Fringe Benefits-Hospitalization,
Retirement, Paid Holidays (10), and Vacation

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273

701 Main St

-01

FOR SALE
4'x8'

Slightly
Damaged

PANELING

$1 99

sheet

lx10 CHANNEL

HONDA SL711-72cc. Good, used.
Also Pro-Am Moto Cross helmet.
Reasonably priced. Phone 753J14NC
1442.

RUSTIC CEDAR SIDING
$325°

For Interview, phone or write

EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
General Tire & Rubber Company
P.O. Box 329
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Phone: 247-6730 Ext 237

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MECHANICS
NEEDED
- at -

KENTUCKY'S LARGEST
variety of pistols. Buy now while
you can still get them at
reasonable prices. Country Boy
Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
and 184. Open Sundays until 4:00
J16C
p.m:

$1275

VOLKESWAGEN-I966, by
owner. Good condition. Phone
J15C
753-3058 after 5:00 p.m.

ARROWHEAD CAMPERS Sales,
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
Benton Highway Travel trailers,
pickup camper, toppers. We also
rent campers by the week or
weekend. Call 247-8187 or
J16C
2303.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.
Murray, Ky.

Apply in person to 0. L. (Olvie
Mathis), Service Manager, or call
753-2617, shop, or 437-4139, home.
Only mechanics that have experience
and are qualified need to apply.
y
y
y
y
,/
./
y
v
y
r
1/

CREOSOTE POLES, 8' to 25',
and treated fence posts. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
J16C
Street.

Per 100

MALE BEAGLE, three years
old, trained. Sell or trade. Phone
J16C
753-0655.

garden
Horseposer
PONTIAC-1967 four door sedan, Nine
factory air. Excellent condition. tractor, two trailers, dozer-blade,
J14C $350.000. 27 feet by 8 feet flat bed
AUCTION SALE of all antiques, $700.00. Phone 753-8718.
Saturday, une 16, 10:00 am., 512
trailer, with dual axels, $300.00.
South 7th Street, Mayfield, FORD GALAXIE 500-1969. 13 foot travel-trailer $450.00.,
J16C
Kentucky. This is not a dealer's Phone 753-2806 after 5:00 p.m.
Phone 436-2196.
collection, it's a private collec- J14C
tion of several hundred items that
COFFEE TABLE, two matching
have never been shown or offered
FOR SALE
end tables, one matching drum
for sale before. Will not attempt
table, in heavy oak. Also Ethan
8,000 to 14,000 BTU air con- Allen maple hutch. Phone 753to list each item.
J14P
Rare old glass of all kinds, ditioner. Phone 76'7-4745 after 5:00 9609.
J18C
antique furniture of all kinds p.m.
including glass door china
RESTORED
cabinet and round oak table. GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears BEAUTIFULLY
mine! back and flat top trunks, seamless gutters, installed per authentic pie safe. Phone 753July 17C
Windsor rocker and other your specifications. Call Larry 7616.
rockers, old oak post office filing Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC MOBILE HOME, 10'x55', fully
cabinet. old RCA victrola, mantle estimate.
clocks and others, gun collection
carpeted with air conditioner and
including cap and ball pistol, COLDSPOT REFRIGERATOR, under penning. $2,500.013. Phone
JI4C
Stevens favorite rifle, old buggy IS cubic foot. Very reasonable. 753-7351.
lantern, several aladdin lamps, Phone 753-9873 after 4:30 p.m.
glass and brass wall hanging J15C
AKC REGISTERED German
lamps, two extra nice brass beds,
shepherd puppies, 6 weeks old.
J14C
one with fancy high headboard. MOBILE HOME and boat in- Phone 753-8351.
There will be lots of jars jugs, surance. Broad coverage. Low
bean pots, dutch ovens, old gypsy rates. Excellent claim service.
dye pot, and many more cast iron Call us before you buy. Galloway
items. There will be some dolls Insurance & Realty. Phone 753and child's toys of all kinds. 5842.
July 18NC
There is a three story house and
two story outbuilding filled with
YARD SALE. Saturday, June 16,
these good collector's items.
700
a.m.-5:00 p.m. South llth
Most of them came from between
Street. Miscellaneous hosehold
the lakes from Model to Stewart
J15C
items.
County Tennessee.
For more information call
for Sears Low Price
UNDERWOOD SCRIPTOR
Chester-Miller Auction Service,
. Excellent
typewriter
electric
sLynn Grove, Ky. Auctioneer
on INSTALLED
condition, $200.00. Phone 489-2314
Otto Chester 435-4042 and Dan
J15P
anytime
SEAMLESS
Miller 435-4672. "It Pays To sell
ALUMINUM
The Chester- Miller Way.'
REGISTERED QUARTER horse
Licensed in Kentucky and
pleasure or
good
make
gelding,
GUTTERING
Tennessee, license number 584.
game horse. Texas bred. Phone
In case of extreme bad weather,
JI5C
753-7876.
sale will be held following
Sears]Catalog Sales °Slice
Souths.de Shopp.nq
1TP
Saturday.
three
enter
puppy,
TOY POODLE
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

1968 FORD

Convertible.
power steering, power brakes.

Kash Way
Building Materials

AUCTION SALE

AHey)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THIS SPOT, that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Blue
Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
J16C
TOYOTA-1967, four door. Good Belaire Shopping Center.
condition. Phone 436-2427. J16C
porREPOSSESSED COLOR
table T. V.; stero console;
GOOD FISHING and hunting car.
set; Wurlitzer
First $125.00 cash will drive away stereo component
753-7575. J18C
Music,
B
&
J
organ.
C.
0.
Drive.
from 101 Hickory
J16C
McLemore 753-5790.
PRE-LOVED miniature
schnauzer, registered, house
power,
full
FORD-1962, V8,
broken. Excellent with children,
$100.00. Phone 753-7432 before
$20.00.
J16C $50.00. Electric range,
3:30p.m.
Automatic washer, $40.00. Phone
753-1795 before 5:00 p.m. J15NC

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Industrial Maintenance

CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot
full of them at prices you couldn't
believe, starting at $450.00. Full
type,fold down and motor homes.
New and used. At Bill's Camper
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
collect for information 443J16C
6150.

Phone 753-5273

Model 411 - 4-Door Sedan
Local one owner with 16,000 miles.
Automatic transmission, steel belted radial
tires.
$2695

_.._WANTEDPersonnel

VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobiel Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah,
J16C
Kentucky, 443-6150.

PARKER FORD, Inc.

1972 Volkswagen

ster

itti °°C4101
:;
if
:jtal
711.r.I.W1-711
711.241azza

General Tire - Mayfield Plant

•

Downtown, Old Kuhn d
5 Bldg., Sat., June 16, 8:30- E
,r 5:00. Clothing, Jewelry, E
E Appliances, TV's Toy and E
E Trinkets. Murray Chapter p
p National
Secretary 0
Association.
0

specioil 1971 OLDS DELTA 88 speck,/,

701 Main St

GARAGE
SALE

Hwy. 641 North - Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-2871

FOR SALE
29' HOLIDAY RAMBLER
10 months old, fully loaded and self contained

Must Sell!!
56800' or Best Offer
See at Lot No. 185, Riviera Courts
or Call 753-0542

* SPECIAL!! *

1970 DATSUN
Station Wagon.
Automatic transmission, factory air, local car

$1685

GARAGE SALE, June 9, 110
North 10th. Chairs, B-B-Q
machine, buffet, old Singer desk,
picture frames other furJ15NC
niture.

months old, AKC registered,
white, male, $45.00. Phone 753- 1972 AC combine, also 35 MF self
J15C propelled combine. Phone 4352729.
J16C
4305 after 5:00 p.m.
TWO ACRES of land, 6 miles
from Murray. Cheap. Also milk KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
goat and 1964 Buick LaSabre. rug specialist that adjusts to any
• • .115C carpet. New and used vacuums
Phone 436-5506.
4
for sale. For demonstration
RABBITS: THREE does, one phone Mike Hutchens, your local
buck, four fryers, seven small. Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753June 23C
Also hutches. Phone 435-4640 0359.
J15P
after 6:00p.m.
E OUT specials. Moving to
behind Tom's Pizza
ocation
n
white
G,
GUTTERIN
FSS
SEAM!
enamel finish, never needs Palace to open up our new
painting. Free estimate. Phone Western Store and a new boot and
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter shoe siore. Vernon's corler,of 4th
July 10C & Sycamore Open Sundays.VFC
Service, Murray.

er

PAIR EXTRA good coon hounds
J16P
Phone 437-4778.

24' PONTOON boat, 75 H.P.
Johnson, fully carpeted, leather
covered cushion seats. Electric
start, tele-flex cable steering. Can
be seen at Ken Lake boat dock.
Call Jerry McCoy 492-8837. J20C

0/

Hit the Road in the all new '73
Shasta or Golden Falcon
Travel Trailers
Starcraft Tent Campers
also LaPaCo Truck Toppers
24" all aluminum-$200.00
Sturdl-House Utility Buildings
all sizes-full stock no
foundation required.
Check with us before buying.
We will NOT be undersold
Gillespie Motor Co.

I

E. Wood St. •
Paris, Tenn.
Phone 901-642-1751
Hours- 8 a.m. to 6 p.m'. Mon
thru Fri.. Sat. 8 a.m. 'till 2
p.m.

Pay 60% of Labor to the Mechanic.
2 of Uniforms Paid.
1
/
Good Working Conditions.
Excellent Lighting.
1 Hoist per man.
2 Stalls per man.
Good Entrance and Exit to shop.
Efficient Parts Department
Six Paid Holidays.
1 Week Vacation After One Year of Service.
Special Tools Available.
Individual Work Benches.

NEW FOUR row cultivator,
never been used. Phone 253-3820
J16C
after 5:00 p.m.

G.E. COLOR T. V., french
provincial console. Also pair of
poodle clippers. Phone 753-9787 or
J16C
753-5584.

RUNABOUT 14' cutter, cover,
1 skiing equipment, 50 H.P.Mercury, Holsclaw trailer,
$800.00. Phone 753-7912 or write
Route 7 Box 308D+D,
J16C
Murray

A Five Foot

P

Genuine 'Bush Hog

C

with 3 Point hook-up. This implement is
less than 1 year old. Like new in every
respect.
$350

j

PARKER FORD, Inc.
701 Main St

Phone 753-5273-

KEYSTONE 13rnm movie camera
and projector, $50.00. Phone 753J16C
6786.

PARKER FORD, Inc.
701 Main St

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

Another View

OBILE HOME 12'x70' Jefover
ferson, 1973. Take
payments. Phone 753-0023, before
J15C
3:00p.m.

TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
turck tires, first line;
headers,
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE-1970, NOVA SS-l972, 350,
- 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
four door hardtop full Dower and cam, mag wheels, custom in- 825x20
air. A-1 condition. Phone 753-7381 tehor. 18.000 miles. $2,100.00. 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
J15P 1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
or after 5:00 call 753-8869. J14C Phone 753-4438
Armstong's best highway tread
truck tires;
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + .6.14
900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 -4,$7.33
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
one
local
al
exception
4-door sedan. An
Armstrong's best traction type
with
blue
miles,
actual
tires;
truck
14,000
e.
automobil
owner
825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
brakes,
power
steering,
blue vinyl roof, power
900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
see
1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52.
too
need
you
factory air. This is one
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
July 14NC
Ky.

ion

rray
ng Corp.

753-5273

701 Main

our boat

l's property

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Phone 753-5273

TV Towers
& Antennas
Lowest Prices Ever
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Edison air conditioners. 10,000
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
26" GIRL'S bicycle. Excellent
20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
condition. Phone 753-6110. J15C
Roby
$318.40.
BTU
26,000
$285.00.
Sales Highway 68, Benton,
July 17C
Kentucky.

For Sale

SPECIAL PRICES. Selling out
most of my dogs. AKC
registered white male toy poodle
Puppy, three months old. Just
right for a nice little pet. Price
only $45.00. AKC registered black
years old,
male toy poddle,
gave $75.00 for him last year, will
take $35.00. Beautiful AKC
registered tdy female Pekingese
breeder, 6 years old, still has two
litters of puppies a year, or will
make a beautiful pet, $35.00. Also
full blooded labrador retriever,
6102 months old, doesn't have
registeration papers. Very nice
dog. I will give him free with
purchase of any of the other dogs
J18C
listed. Phone 753-4469.

Nice used 4 bedroom,
12x60 mobile home. New
carpet, just been laid
through out. House type
door, storm windows, birch
paneling and other good
features. Excellent condition. Can be seen day or
night.

Phone 753-4469

HELP WANTED
Full Time Person for
Maintenance Department
Some experience preferred, but not
required if mechanically inclined.
Full Time Day Porter
for house-keeping department.
Liberal hospitalization insurance, vacation and
sick-leave benefits. Apply at Personnel Office,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

An Equal Opportunity
Employer

EEL!' WANTED
BABY-SITTERWANTED
Housekeeper, Monday through
Friday, 7:45-4:45. Refrences and
morning transportation required OPPORTUNITY FOR women 8- WANTED BABY SITTER for 20
10 hours. Phone 1-247-6727, 6:00- month old baby. Phone 753-7450
Phone 753-8561 after 5:00 p.m.
J19P between 9:00and 11:00a.m. J14C
8:00p.m.
J16C

BRACE yourself for a thrill the
clean
first time you use Blue Lustre to USED HOMEMADE camper, fits TRUCK DRIVER wanted, $2.10 SHIRT GIRL wanted, part time WANTED SOMEONE to
Phone 753week.
a
day
Cleaners.
B
one
electric
ouse
Big
person
in
Rent
Apply
rugs.
clean .
a 1954 Chevrolet pickup. Phone hour. Apply county judge or
J14C
.115C 9331
shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik Market, 753-4867,
JI4C Central Shopping Center
J14C phone 753-2920.
J16C
Five Points.
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!vie C. Todd
Expires At
His Home

Watergate

• • • (CmMused from Page 1)
This meeting had followed
step to Gordon Strachan, a top
The Western Kentucky
meetings earlier in the
two
of
chief
House
White
aide to
Mental Health-Mental
Regional
first
had
Mitchell
where
year
Wiretap
staff H.R. Haldeman.
Board, Inc., will
Retardation
proposal
$1-million
a
rejected
logs also went to Strachan.
sponsor a meeting here to
—Magruder told Haldeman and then a 8500,000 plan, Magrnew
Kentucky's
Ivie C. Todd, empoyee of the discuss
the entire break-in and cover- uder testified
and
treatment
alcoholism
telephone
Tappan
wiretapped
the
of
of
Logs
Murray Division
up story in January just before
rehabilitation law.
regularly
at
were
sleeo
conversations
his
in
died
Company,
inauguration.
second
Nixon's
Magruder
Thursday, June 28, at 7:30
his home at 1105 Mulberry,
That was more than two given to Mitchell,
Murray. His death occurred p.m. the meeting wW be held at
months before the case began said.
He said Strachan also saw
sometime Wednesday morning. the Calloway County Court
to break open in mid-March,
receive
didn't
but
logs,
the
before
The Murray man was 53 years House.
months
and 85out three
Other meetings were held
of age and a member of the New
Nixon said "new develop- copies of them for his own use.
Magruder said Mitchell was
Liberty Church of Christ in Monday at Paducah and
ments" had come to__his. ;Menangry at Liddy because there
Henry County, Tenn. A veteran Tuesday at Mayfield. On
tion.
of World War II, Todd had been Monday, June 18, a meeting
—Mitchell and John W. Dean was little useful information in
employed at the Tappan plant will be held at the First United
III, the White Hou.se counsel, the logs. "He said they were,
since October 20, 1947, now in Methodist Church, Paducah, at
participated during the June- worthless, and not worth the
the Foundry Department. Born 7:30 p.m.
September period in developing money we paid," Magruder reInterested persons as well as
June 12, 1920, in Calloway
a cover-up story to attempt to called.
the
representatives are
viewed
who
agency
Strachan,
the
of
son
the
was
reaching
he
County,
from
scandal
keep the
ofattend.
Magruder's
to
in
invited
documents
Fannie
and
Todd
had
late William
any higher than Liddy, who
Elizabeth Todd.
worked, as counsel for the two fice, also agreed that there was
The deceased had suffered
principal Nixon re-election little of substance in them,
Magruder said.
from a heart condition. He and
committees.
Liddy explained that one of
(Continued from Page 1)
his wife, former Evie Byrd, who
—Magruder is prepared to
wiretaps which had been
the
in
married would withdraw for 90 days his
government
were
survives,
the
for
testify
December 9, 1941.
future Watergate trials, and ex- placed in the Democratic headpending Senate amendment to
and
Survivors are his wife; five freeze wages, prices and conpects to plead guilty to one quarters didn't work,
promised Mitchell to correct
daughters, Mrs. James ( Joyce) sumer interest rates.
count of conspiracy.
the situation, Magruder said.
Kelley and Mrs. Billy (Kathy)
Republicans generally supMagruder said Mitchell, the
Magruder said John W. Dean
Hutchens, both of Murray Route ported the President. "Right on
campaign director and former
counIII, ousted White House
One, Mrs. Kenneth (Carolyn) target," said House GOP Leadattorney general, approved the
sel, was also among those
Thurmond, 1513 Chaucer Drive, er Gerald R. Ford.
final $250,000 bugging proposal
present at the two meetings at
Murray, Mrs. John (Shirley)
Democrats were less enthuon March 30, 1972, at Key Biswhich wiretapping plans were
Barnett, 14154 West Main, siastic. "I'm fearful that it may
cayne, Fla. He said the operpresented by Liddy.
Murray, and Mrs. Samuel not be broad enough," said
ation was first proposed by G.
(Anita) Moneymaker, of Grand House Speaker Carl Albert.
Gordon Liddy, then a campaign
Rivers; three sons, Lloyd Todd,
Leading economists were
aide, later convicted as a Wa1415 West Main, Murray, Myles split, too.
tergate conspirator.
Todd, 1401 Story, Murray, and
"Too little, too late, too com"No one was completely
3illy Todd, Fox Meadows plicated, too political," said
overwhelmed with the project.
Trailer Court, Murray.
noted economist Eliot Janeway.
But we thought the information
Col. R.L. Miller of San AnAlso surviving are two
"It's a definite improvecould be useful and Mr. Mitsisters, Mrs. Bessie Sills of ment," said top University of
chell approved the project," tonio, Texas, formerly of
Calloway County, died Tuesday
Mrs. Ethel Pennsylvania economist, Dr.
Murray and
said Magruder.
at the Brook General Hospital,
Thompson of Lobelville, Term.; Lawrence R. Klein.
Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
one brother, Elbert Todd,
Nixon told the nation in his
been set up to
He was 84 years of age and a
Westview Nursing Home, 15-minute address from the
CHARGES—Since it will cost the ambulance service marsha go further from the city, zone charges have
ZONE
rates for ambulance service
member of Harmony Masonic
Murray; twelve grandchildren. Oval Office that the economy is
provide a fair way of charging for ambulance service. Persons in Zone 0 will pay only the base
an
pay
$9
will
3
extra
Zone
and
Pi;
Lodge No. Six at Galveston,
additional
an
pay
will
2
Zone
$3;
additional
Funeral services are being strong—"we are in the middle
an
pay,
will
1,
Zone
in
Persons
Texas.
held today at two p.m. at the of one of the biggest, strongest
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
chapel of the Blaclock-Coleman booms in our history."
- Members of the Murray
Miller of San Antonio,
Lucille
Funeral Home with Bro. HoWs
But for a variety of reasons,
the
of
Order
Assembly No. 19
Texas, one daughter, Mrs.
Miller officiating.
he said, "prices are going up at
Rainbow for Girls will attend
Luther R. Lewis of Providence,
Pallbearers serving are Billy unacceptably high rates and
the 23rd Grand Assembly in
(Caatinsed from Page 1)
R.I., one son, Robert B. Miller
Hutchens, Kenneth Thurmond, the great part of this increase
Saturday,
Friday,
Kentucky on
of Corpus Christi, Texas, and
James Kelley, Bobby Atkins, is due to rising food prices."
and Sunday at the Galt House,
waters than any other state exnine grandchildren.
Jerry Smith, and Ora Lee
He then outlined his price
Louisville.
Graveside services will be cept Alaska, Short said.
Lyons.
freeze as part of what he called
Registration will start at
Hancock indicated that barheld Saturday at ten a.m. at the
Interment will be in the Hicks "bold yet sensible policies to
eight a.m. on Friday. One of the
ring any unexpected finding, he
J.H.
the
with
Cemetery
Murray
the meet our temporary probwith
rhythmic pounding the Corner of Celebrities. The a restored Shaker village open Cemetery
the
From
special attractions this year will
Churchill Funeral Home in may eventually issue an opin- of Kentucky
Blalockthe
of
the
by
lems." Other elements of the
tours
thoroughbreds'
for
and
arrangements
year
all
the
House
on
Brown
cruise
Orlando
hours
three
be a
of the arrangements. ion saying the 1974 legislature hooves on many a famous Liberty Hall are both open
President's program include:
buildings, lodging, and eating Coleman Funeral Home.
Belle of Louisville, Friday charge
penalty
higher
the
must meet
the simple but delicious Shaker
around Tuesday through Sunday. Other
—An urgent request for Contrack
training
afternoon, compliments of
requirements.
gress "to give me the new and
the soft Frankfort landmarks include food at the Trustees' House.
past
Lexington,
Grand Assembly
The lawmakers need not heed
Again from the parkway, both
more-flexible authority needed"
sound of Stephen Daniel and Rebecca Boone's
While at the meeting the girls
such advice, but if they don't Southern
i Continued from Page I
Bardstown graves in the Frankfort Ky.-555 and Ky.-65 go to Lincoln
to impose export controls on
at
music
Foster's
and
meetings
the federal government could
will be attending
lure of Lincoln Cemetery, and the Old State Homestead State Park, near propaganda easily We knew we products such as grain and ani(Confirmed from Page 1
banquets
continue absolute control over and on to the
mal feedstuffs. "In allocating
Grass Park- House, designed by Gideon Springfield. Still standing in the
Blue
the
country,
were getting propaganda from
On Saturday the girls will be rial in the parasol may fade issuance of permits regarding
the products of America's
through 72 miles of Shryock. You can see famous park is the Berry House where the real source.
way
rolls
scrapbook
the
in
into
waters.
competing
and rot in the intense sunlight discharges
farms between markets abroad
countryside.
with free guided Thomas Lincoln proposed to
distilleries
competition and the skits. The of space.
Hancock said it is possible melodious
their son
Hanks;
at
thoroughfare
Nancy
and those in the United States,
animals
busy
a
and
birds
is
It
and
tours,
authorities might
Regardless of how well East
theme for the scrapbook is
A second shade, which re- the federal
two the Game and Wildlife Farm on Abraham became America's
we must put the American conKentucky's
Berlin looked to the eye, we
"Love Ls ," and the skit will be sembles a window curtain and regard Kentucky's prison pen- connecting
16th President. Reproductions
first," he said.
sumer
Interstates—
north-south
main
-60.
US
TV
the
from
is,
that
when combined
forgot one fact,
amusing take-off
is deployed on two poles, is alty a.wr
and blacksmith never
carpenter
order for the
Covington
the
from
of
presidential
A
—
from
south
southward
I-75
turn
you
Should
fine levels, to
cartoons.
that the people there could not
aboard Skylab, and the astro- with current
Internal Revenue Service to imfrom Louisville. Many the Blue Grass Parkway on US- shops show where Thomas
will and could not
at
travel
Murray girls being con- nauts are trained in setting it qualify as stringent enough and 1-65
mediately audit the books of
southbound travelers switch 127, you will find Old Fort Lincoln learned his trades.
That one fact
overall.
sidered for a Grand office for up.
Park- leave East Berlin.
"BG"
the
off
stop
Next
that raised their
of
to
replica
companies
Interstates
of
one
these
a
from
Park,
State
Harrod
next year are Lem Robertson,
nullified any apparent progress
The federal memorandum
One space walk already is
prices more than 1.5 per cent
other when they are midway Kentucky's first settlement, in way is Bardstown, where stands
had
Janet Newberry, Barbers scheduled tor next Wednesday. also lists some exceptions to its the
made.
they
through Kentucky for a scenic Harrodsburg. On summer Federal Hill, a Georgianduring Phase 3. If the increases
Sledd, Phyllis Coleman, and
Kerwin is to remove film from higher penalty rule, but Ken- and historic vacation route nights "The Legend of Daniel design mansion that Stephen
weren't justified, Nixon said
Becky Edwards,
Material progress without
a telescope camera system out- tucky does not appear in a posi- tbrouah.the Bluegrass State, via Boone" is performed in the Collins Foster turned into "My
"the prices will be rolled
is
dignity
and
freedom
personal
Attending from the Grand side the space craft.
tion to meet them. Two examphitheater. Old Kentucky Home" in 1852
back.the Blue Grass Parkway.
park's
not worth much.
Assembly will be Phyllis
ceptions:
-A request that Congress alCurving around one-third of Beaumont Inn in Harrodsburg from a memorable visit with his
Coleman, Less Robertson,
—If there are only a few ma- Lexington, 1-75 goes through
low him to eliminate tariffs on
offers real Kentucky country Rowan cousins there. In the
East
into
bus
moved
the
As
Becky Edwards, Debbie Nance,
jor dischargers within the some of the white-fenced
ham with all the traditional side summer, "The Stephen Foster Berlin at Checkpoint Charley it imported meat and other
Kathy Coleman, Barbara Sledd,
state.
pastures of Kentucky's equine dishes in a setting to match the Story," now in its 15th season as
scarce items such as plywood
1)
from
Page
(Continued
Newberry.
had to negotiate a maze of
Janet
and
—If most industries dis- kingdom. There are more than
and zinc, plus authority to sell
food. Eight miles north of an outdoor drama, is presented
such
at
walls,
set
block
Chaperones will be Patricia South Pacific, then the musical charging effluence have sufconcrete
350 horse farms in the region Harrodsburg, on US-68, is in My Old Kentucky Home State
more surplus commodities from
could
that
vehicle
a
Evans, Vicki Nance, mother fable of Broadway, Guys and ficiently low earnings that the
angles
Park amphitheater.
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